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A Career Modelled on Lincoln 
VINME REAM - SCULPTOR 

I 
Glenn V. Sherwood 

n talking about her statue of Lincoln in a speech at the 1893 
Columbian Exposition, Mrs. Vinnie Ream Hoxie said, "It had 
been indeed a labor of love, not without its trials, but well 
rewarded by its final triumph." What was the "linal triumph" 

that she mentioned? The story of the statue gives a clue. 

that's nothing agin' her." 
Ms. Ream later recalled. 

"And so it was, the Great Heart 
that vanity could not unlock 
opened with the sympathy 
that recalled to him his own 
youth." As Ms. Ream modeled 
Lincoln, she acquired his per
sona. She later wrote, "I was 
modeling him in clay, but ... his 
personality was sinking deeper 
into my soul." 

As her skill with portrai
ture grew, she developed an 
entire series of Lincoln busts 
and relief medall.ions. Her work 
was aided by a life mask of 
Lincoln taken by Clark Mills on 
the President's birthday in 1865. 

Abraham Lincoln's death had a profound impact on 
American society. II forced change. One example can be seen in 
the story of Vinnie Ream, a teenage girl and apprentice sculptor 
who was making a bust of the President. Miss Ream was a postal 
clerk in the Dead Letter Office and had been one of the first 
women employed by the agency during the Civil War in 1862. In 
1863, she obtained permission to work part-time and began study
ing with the lamed sculptor Clark Mills at the U.S. Capitol. At first, 
her work was crude, but her skill developed rapidly. She soon 
made high-<tuality portrait busts and relief medallions of many 
notable statesmen. She became known as the "Wonder Girl" artist. 

There is some evidence that Vinnie Ream modeled Lincoln 
from at least a few life sittings prior to his death. These occurred 
at the White House from late 1864 to early 1865. Records suggest 
that she had a portrait (the C.S. German study of January 1861) 
that Lincoln may have signed. It was said that, at first, Lincoln 
refused to be modeled, but after supportive congressmen told 
him that Ms. Ream came from a poor "western" background, 
Lincoln relented and reportedly responded, "Poor is she'? Well, 

After Lincoln's death, 
Vinnie Ream heard that interest was growing for a statue of 
Lincoln for the U.S. Capitol. She wrote a letter to the House 
Committee on Grounds and Public Buildings asking for the job 
and submitted a plaster bust of Lincoln as an example of her 
work. The Republican leader Thaddeus Stevens championed the 
idea and introduced House Resolution #HR-197 to give her the 
commission outright. The application was bolstered by a peti
tion that had been circulated in April of 1866 in recognition of 
Ms. Ream's ability. It was signed by President Andrew Johnson, 
General Grant and numerous other government leaders. 
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HISTORY ON PAGE ONE: JOURNALS OF THE CIVIL WAR 

Timothy Hughes 

One can only imagine what was going through the minds of New Yorkers in mid
summer, 1863 as they read reports of a battle raging near Gettysburg, 
Pennsylvania. After all, it was the furthest incursion of the Confederates Into 
Yankee territory. Would they persist and advance further north? Did New Yorkers 
have reason to fear invasion? What news would tomorrow's papers bring? 

C 
ollecting any artifact of the 19th-century involves a certain 
wonder of what was going on in the country at the time it 
was made. Certainly no collectible of the 19th-century could 
more accurately speak to our world of today than newspa
pers. Reading a newspaper from the Civil War provides a fas
cinating insight into history as it was being made. The fall of 

Fort Sumter, the battle of Gettysburg, the assassination of 
'-------"---~--' President Lincoln-every dally event of a nation at war was type- -
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From the Publisher internet, however, that 
mechanism has under
gone a profound and last
ing transformation. WOULD YOU BUY A USEO-CAR 

FROM THIS ... AUCTION SITE? 
As much as we make 

an attempt to report on 
internet sales other than 

e-Bay, let's call It as it is: e-Bay is now. and 
most likely will remain the venue of choice. 
E-Bay was first, Is the largest, and but for 
occasional glitches, remains the best. 
Certainly we hear numerous complaints 
about material be.Ing misrepresented ... peo
ple not honoring bids... and so on. But 
these represent only a fraction of the total 
number of transactions which take place. 
And ... consider the alternatives - numerous 
sites that have little to offer. The only real 
"competitive threat" for the sale of histori
cal Americana online has been the now dis
solved partnership between Sothebys and 
Amazon.Com. 

T 
he most recent Lincoln Herald 
(Spring, 2000) featured an article on 
the Lincoln Collection housed at 
Bridgewater State College. Written 
by Sylvia Larson, the story includes 
quotes from the three collectors 

whose donations comprise most of 
Bridgewater's holding. One specific com
ment caught my attention -an October, 1967 
statement by Judge Elwin L. Page: that his 
was a "research and working library" noting 
that "merely 'collecting items' should be 
avoided... they do not help to an under
standing of Lincoln." Such sentiments 
always strike me as reflecting more arro
gance than insight. 

We all "understand" Lincoln in differ
ent ways - that Is what makes the exercise 
so rich, diverse. and engaging. Those who 
don makeup, false beard, and I 9th-century 
dress "understand" Lincoln through the art 
of drama - trying to understand both the 
personae and how to communicate with an 
audience. Those who collect early photog
raphy arrive at an understanding of Lincoln 
through the medium itself - that this was a 
man whose face was a tapestry before the 
lens, often revealing emotions otherwise 
lost in the pages of a book. Collectors of 
political memorabilia come to appreciate 
Lincoln as a crafty, humorous, often sell• 
deprecating politician who knew the power 
of words and imagery. I concede that Judge 
Page might be correct in that "merely col
lecting items" is a pointless exercise. But 
then again, I've never known a Lincoln col
lector who merely collected. Most develop 
expertise through his or her passion with 
quite impressive "working libraries" of 
their own. They usually have a good com
mand of the Lincoln story - but can also 
detail, with expertise, the history of their 
particular pursuit. 

One way I get "closer" to Lincoln is 
through acquisitions I occasionally make -
finding disparate pieces to fill holes In my 
collection. My assemblage helps me tell a 
story - and to the extent I can find an item 
or two that makes the tale more complete, 
the "closer" i get to Lincoln. The traditional 
vehicle for sourcing these items has been 
through auctions. With the advent of the 

I revisited Sothebys site in September 
after dismissing them last year for having 
only a handful of listings. At the time, they 
were still in a partnership with 
Amazon.Com. As announced by the 
Associated Press: "Citing customer confu
sion, online retailer Amazon.com and auc
tion house Sothebys are closing their joint 
Web site next month and directing customers 
to Sothebys.com. Launched with great fan
fare last November, sothebys.amazon.com 
was supposed to represent Amazon.corn's 
greatest foray into high-ticket auctions, some• 
thing that rival auction site eBay.com had 
already achieved." In an ellort to reintro
duce themselves lo the internet-bidding 
community, Sothebys took out large print
ads announcing a host of "Specialty Sales." 
Naturally, i took the bait. Item 
#09 l8A351896 in an auction of l 9th<entury 
photography caught my attention: "CIVIL 
WAR: Anonymous; Portrait of Frederick 
Douglas Albumen print of an elderly Douglas 

seated in a chair. On orig
inal mounl." Mind you, 
there are those that 
might confuse an aging 
Jewish man (Karl Marx) 
with an aging African
American (Frederick 
Douglas). but for this to 
come from Sothebys? 

As i perused 
Sothebys' offerings, I 

was struck with one crystal clear realiza
tion - this was a site for retail-plus pur
chases and not anything resembling an auc-
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lion. A small case in point: a Charles 
Sumner free-frank listed with a $400 esti
mate and a minimum opening bid of $275. 
This is for a "commodity piece•· readily 
obtainable well under $100. And, unfortu
nately, this represents a typical occurrence 
not an aberration. And, to add insult to 
injury; Sothebys.com charges a 10% 
buyer's premium on all purchases. There is 
no justification (or this, regardless of over
head. We are not talking about a "brick-and
mortar" operation. When you have lots list
ed with minimum bids well above retail, 
"propped-up" by inflated (often beyond 
reason) estimates, add on a buyer's premi
um, there is little by which to call an auc
tion. 

The problem stems from the relation
ship between Sothebys and those listing 
material on their site. Most of the material 
originates with dealers ("Sotheby 
Partners"). Other items are simply identified 
as "Sothebys' Source Property." One can 
infer this material is not "fresh to the mar
ket" nor offered without a healthy reserve. 
Indeed, it might be safe to say that it is recy• 
cled or "distressed" merchandise ("dis
tressed" in the sense that il is part of a deal
er's inventory they were unable to sell 
through their normal dealings). Because it is 
not estate merchandise, Sotheys permits 
their "partners" to not only set the reserves, 
but provide the inflated estimates as well. in 
effect, the dealers are saying to themselves 
that they'll let Sothebys sell something 
through their site, willingly pay the commis
sions. as long as the hammer is at a level 
beyond belief. 

Craig Mollett, Sothebys.com President, 
notes that "By combining our two sites, we 
can now offer customers a much deeper 
selection In a single venue." If Mr. Moffett is 
talking about value, perhaps he should con
sider such things as: reasonable estimates, 
no buyer's premium, a site that is less cum
bersome and easier to navigate (it took us 
almost a full hour to execute a single bid!), 
etc. There are some new kids on the block 
and they're going to eat your lunch! 
According to information provided by a 
Christies executive (some surprise there!), 
Sothebys "enjoys" a 14% sales-rate through 
their website. Does that tell you anything? As 
the saying goes ... e--Bay remains the worst 
site on the internet... save for all others! 



---------------- THE RAIL SPLITTER---------------Vinnie Ream, cont. 
The Resolution passed the House of 

Representatives on July 26, 1866 by a 
vote of 57-7 and reached the Senate on 
July 27th in the session's closing hours. 
The commission was debated in a 
lengthy discourse that ran 7 pages of 
small type in the Congressional Globe. 
Since Ms. Ream was born in Wisconsin, 
the western politicians sided with her 
against Senators who represented the 
east-coast art establishment. Senator 
Charles Sumner said "This candidate is 
not competent to produce the work 
which you propose to order, she cannot 
do il.n Sumner cited Ream's lack of for
mal training and argued that a more 
skilled sculptor with "ripe genius" should 
be sought. Senator .lames Nesmith of 
Oregon retorted, "The Senator might 
have raised the same objection to Mr. 
Lincoln, that he was not qualJfied for lhe 
presidency because his reading had not 
been as extensive as the Senator and 
because he had lived among rude and 
uncultivated society." 

Art procured for the Capitol was 
plagued by a checkered past. 
Greenough's massive half-nude statue of 
"George Washington" was a long costly 
ordeal that became the target of public 
ridicule. The "Discovery" and "Rescue" 
groups at the Capitol drew similar scorn. 
Senator Edgar Cowan of Pennsylvania 
quipped, "lf the statuary in the Capitol is 
in bad taste, let us improve it. And I do 
not know any other way but to hire this 
young lady who manifests such extraor
clinary ability." Cowan hit a nerve on the 
Issue. The commission was awarded to 
Vinnie Rerun by a vote of 23 ayes, 9 nays 
with 18 absent. Miss Ream was only 18 
years old when she signed the con
tract on August 30, 1866 - just about 
one month prior to her 19th birth
day on the 25th of September. She 
became the first woman and the 
youngest artist to ever receive 
such a commission. 

Vinnie Ream became a 
celebrity overnight as lhe press 
paraded the decision by Congress. 
Politicians drew flak for awarding a 
prestigious coveted commission Lo a 
virtually unknown teenage girl. The 
commission, however, was little more 
than a mere experiment. It gave Miss 
Ream no advance money to fund the 
work as was usually done with similar 
awards to professional sculptors. She 

was simply granted use of a room in the 
Capitol to model the work. The contract 
required her to produce a life-size plaster 
model of the statue acceptable to the 
Secretary of the Interior prior to a half
payment of $5,000. She would be given 
the other half of the $10,000 commission 
upon delivery and acceptance of the fin
ished marble statue. It seemed an impos
sible job for a young woman, and many 
people thought so, but the cagey Miss 
Ream was no ordinary girl. 

Two early photographs of sculptress Vinnie Ream 
and her most famous work. 
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Her studio was near the offices of 
Supreme Court Justice David Davis who 
had been a key Lincoln associate. Davis 
became a mentor and an advisor as work 
on the statue model progressed. Miss 
Ream tried to obtain the clothes Lincoln 
wore on the night of the assassination to 
ac_hieve authenticity. She wrote to Mrs. 
Lincoln and received an evasive reply. 
Remarkably, Mrs. Lincoln had given the 
suit to White House doorman Alfonse 
Donn shortly after the murder and the 
clothes were in the possession of an 
artist named Wilson in New York. The 
resourceful Ms. Ream appealed to Mrs. 
Gideon Welles and other Influential peo
ple for help and soon obtained use of the 
suit. She measured the blood-stained gar
ments "with reverence and trembling 
hands." As the statue took form, Ms. 
Ream had the figure inspected by sur
geons for accuracy. Many old friends of 
Lincoln came to see the model and 
offered comments, advice and encour
agement. The Capitol studio became a 
fashionable Washington attraction. 

Completion of the statue model was 
jeopardized by the impeachment of 
Andrew Johnson in 1868. The 
Lincoln/Johnson policy toward the con
quered South was considered too lenient 
by carpetbagger elements seeking 
regional control. Ms. Ream was evicted 
from the Capitol by reconstruction radi
cals who thought she was pro-Johnson 
and because she refused to influence 
Kansas Senator Edmund G. Ross to vote 
for Johnson's conviction. Senator Ross 
was a friend of the family from Kansas 
who boarded in the Ream home. 
lronically, the studio was reinstated by 
Thaddeus Stevens who thought his col-

leagues had botched the impeach
ment. He resented their Draconian
style treatment of Vinnie Ream. 

A cast of the Lincoln statue 
model was made in 1869 and Vinnie 
Ream and her parents sailed for 
Europe. Ms. Rerun studied briefly in 
Paris and in Munich with notable 

artists. She established a studio in 
Rome where the Lincoln statue model 

was placed on public display. Many 
American sculptors living in Rome came 
to view the model and offered sugges
tions. Through their guidance she met 
marble cutters in Carrara and she went 
Lhere to help select the stone at the mar
ble quarries. Miss Ream and her parents 
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returned to Washington 
with the completed stat
ue in December of 1870. It 
was unveiled at the US 
Capitol in January or 1871 
in an elaborate ceremony 
attended by the highest 
officials of the US govern
ment and by emissaries 
of many foreign nations. 

assumed she exercised to 
obtain the commission." 
The press had made other 
allegations that Ream was 
a "fraud" and a "humbug" 
and that men did her 
work. To challenge the 
notion Ms. Ream estab
lished a studio briefly in 
New York. She made clay 
sculpture models at indus
trial shows in front of the 
public '·to show a skepti
cal world that she can 
model in clay." 

The statue was 
attacked in the press. A 
classical critic wrote 
"what a gaunt shameful 
spectre of shapeless ugli
ness hath she hewn out 
of the unotrending mar
ble." Many attacks parad
ed the predictable 
tabloid theme that the Another of Ms. Ream's studies. 

The Lincoln statue's 
downcast stance was criti
cized by some writers. 
including Mark Twain. But 
It was defended by pro
gressive reviewers like attractive young woman 

had wheedled the commission with "fem
inine wiles." When the final commission 
payment was considered by Congress, 
they voted to double the last payment in 
recognition or the statue's success, giv
ing Miss Ream a total of $15,000 for the 
work. Horace Greeley's New York Daily 
Tribune gave the Congressmen a stern 
rebuke, blasting them as "men of defi
cient moral sense:• 

Some journalists defended Vinnie 
Ream. The feminist paper The Revolution 
retorted, "Every feature or her face, every 
tress of what one writer calls her 'flash
ing hair' has been analyzed in an attempt 
to show the unworthy influence it was 

Miner Kellogg and Mary Clemmer Ames. 
Kellogg pointed out the meaning of lhe 
work, that Lincoln was represented in the 
act of giving the Emancipation 
Proclamation to a newly-liberated peo
ple. The long cloak shown falling off the 
left shoulder and caught precariously by 
the left hand represented the "protective 
mantle of government" that had almost 
slipped away, yet was held in readiness to 
uphold the law. Kellogg added that the fig
ure's "dual expression of sadness and 
benevolence" was "touchingly portrayed." 
Ames wrote, "No one can object to the sad
ness of the expression. The atmosphere 
created by it is the same as that which 

came from the man. It is more himseli and 
less a mere likeness. It is the most real like
ness of Lincoln that I ever saw." Another 
newspaper writer wrote that the statue 
"tells the story of Lincoln very well." 

Vinnie Ream continued her career 
with a statue of Farragut commissioned 
in 1875, but it was a long uphill battle to 
get the work unveiled by 1881. She had 
difficulty breaking into the large monu
ment business and few of her ideal works 
sold. With neoclassical art on the 
decline, she decided to marry army offi
cer Richard L. Hoxie in 1878. They had 
one son. Vinnie Ream returned to sculpt
ing briefly - designing statues of 
Kirkwood and Sequoyah. She submitted a 
bid for the Lincoln Memorial, but she 
died of a kidney illness in 1914. She is 
buried near her husband in Arlington 
National Cemetery. 

Vinnie Ream's statue of Abral1am 
Lincoln has been praised and condemned 
since its unveiling in 1871. In a strange 
irony, the scroll was broken off of the work 
at about the same time that the Jim Crow 
laws were implemented in the South. The 
statue stood that way until civil rights 
reforms of the I960s. Congressman Fred 
Schwengel of Iowa sought a special appro
priation for repairs. The scroll was 
restored and the statue was unveiled a 
second time when the Emancipation 
Proclamation Centennial was observed on 
April 16, 1962. 

In her 1893 speech, Vinnie Ream 
Hoxie recalled her thoughts of Lincoln: 

Three views in the Capitol Dome-the first as it appeared 100 years ago in a stereovlew. the other two show placement of Ms. Ream's statue as it appears today. 
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'·My country 
had loved him 
and cherished 
his memory. In 
tears the people 
had parted with 
him. With 
shouts of joy 
and acclama
tions of affection 
they had 
received his 
image in the 
marble. Upon 

A rare carte from Ms. the very spot 
Ream's visit to Europe. where a few 

years before 
they had gath
ered in sorrow 

to gaze upon his lifeless body lying there 
in state while a nation mourned, they had 
gathered again to unveil his statue. The 
marble is the resurrection,' say the old 
sculptors, and now the dead had arisen 
to live forever in the hearts of the people 
whom he loved so well." 

The statue was unveiled and the 
mystic transformation was complete. The 
work ultimately came to represent two 
mutual triumphs: that of a martyr presi
dent whose ideas prevailed, and that a 

The artist at work. 

young, female artist could prove her skill 
in a man's world. Vinnie Ream and Lincoln 
projected similar ardent traits and beliefs 

to society. It was a culture clash between 
a staid eastern ideology and the new spir
it of the West. This galvanized the issue of 
equality and brought it oul. The Civil War 
was over. It was "a new birth of freedom" 
as Lincoln said in his visionary speech at 
Gettysburg. The conflict heralded the end 
of an era and opened doors to better 
opportunity for all. ""'"' 

Glenn V. Sherwood is the author of A Labor of 
Love: The Life and Art of Yioole Ream. 440 
pages, Sunshine Press Publications Inc., 1997; 
ISBN:0-96157 43-6-4. He is presently working 
on a one-hour video documentary on Vinnie 
Ream for television. He is related to the Ream 
family through both of his parents. 
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Civil War Newspapers, cont. 

set in the daily newspapers leaving us a 
legacy-ephemeral as it may have been
of published history, and certainly a valu
able collectible for today's collectors. 

We credit institutions as the source 
for most 19th-century newspapers which 
exist today, and the age of microfilm for 
their release into the hands of the public 
and the collector. Although becoming 
less available in recent years, deacces
sioning of hundreds of newspaper runs 
of the 19th-century by libraries & histori
cal societies have provided a wealth of 
Civil War issues still being traded today. 

And what are most desired? 
Logically, the most historical events, the 
most graphic, the most displayable, and 
the most unusual. And larger city news
papers are preferred. 

Four titles reign supreme for the col
lector of Civil War newspapers: the New 
York Times, the New York Tribune, the 
New York Herald, and the Philadelphia 
Inquirer. Being successful newspapers 
from the two largest cities in the nation, 
each provided a wealth of lront page 
reporting of battle reports of the day (the 
Tribune didn't begin front page war 
reports until mid-May, 1862), often times 
including maps of troop and battle loca
tions and one-column headlines which 
were as dramatic as papers were at that 
time-quite conservative compared to 
20th-century newspapers. Almost never 
did a Civil War newspaper feature a ban
ner headJine, one stretching from edge to 
edge, unless it was a heading for a map. 
Use of bold type and exclamation points 
emphasized reports which demanded 
attention, and upon occasion an illustra
tion of an eagle or other military device 
would head a column to draw attention 
to an event of note. 

Most newspapers in the country at 
the time - and there were thousands -
provided only sketchy news reports at 
best, and usually paraphrased the larger 
city newspapers, often favoring adver
tisements rather than battle reports on 
the front page. Issues with war content 
limited to pages 2, 3 or 4 are less desired 
as they lack displayability. Collectors 
love to display their newspapers, and the 
quality of newsprint used during the war 
only enhances their displayability. 

The rag era for newspapers would 
last through the early 1870s allowing 
Civil War newspapers to remain in nice 

condition today provided they were 
stored in a favorable environment. White, 
pliable and little if any fragility are the 
surprising attributes collectors find in 
newsprint made principally from cotton 
and other rag remnants. Woodpulp and 
chemical-laden newsprint would not 
make their appearance until later in the 
century, resulting in newsprint which 
would become brown, fragile and difficult 
to handle without causing destruction. 

The most historic of events are the 
most requested: Lincoln's assassination, 
the battle of Gettysburg, and Lee's sur
render being the top three from the 
Lincoln era. Prices for top reports in 
major newspapers range up to $1000, 
$600 and $500 respectively. Immediately 
behind this trio would be the opening 
battle at Fort Sumter, Antietam, Bull Run, 
the Gettysburg Address, Lincoln's elec
tions and inaugurations (his first of 
each being more desired), and 
the Emancipation 
Proclamation, with 
prices for the nicest 
issues ranging from $100 
to $400, with broadside edi-
t i o n s , _.......,,-----
which some 
newspapers 
published, 
increasing 
their value 
by up to 
ten-fold. 
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Confederate issues are the most elu
sive, as many files maintained by public 
institutions were destroyed during the 
later years of the war as the Yankees 
marched from town to town. Sherman's 
march to the sea left in its wake many 
ashes which once documented daily life 
in the Confederacy. The loss is immea
surable, 

Beyond their scarcity, Confederate 
printers created many curious editions 
for today's collectors. During the waning 
years of the war wallpaper, cornhusk 
paper, lined ledger paper, wrapping 
paper-anything that could take ink-was 
used as a medium for the day's news. 
Green paper, blue paper, pink paper, yel
low paper, issues which hinged at the top 
margin and issues which folded like an 
accordion are but a few of the oddities 
stressful times produced and which only 
increase the desire among collectors to 
seek out more fascinating newspapers 
from the Civil War. 

The Galveston Tri-Weekly News was 
forced to relocate in Houston, causing 
the dateline and title to be at odds. The 
same fate befell the Chattanooga Daily 
Rebel, which had the distinction of also 
printing in Marietta and Griffin, Georgia, 
and Selma, Alabama, as it sought to 
evade the Yankees. The Vicksburg Daily 
Citizen remains the most curious of 
Confederate oddities-and the most noto
rious for the many reprints which exist. 
As the Confederate printers abandoned 
the print shop on July 2, 1863, with the 
type still in the press, the last paragraph 
was reset by the northern troops to 
announce their victory on July 4, creat
ing in the process this unique 

Confederate/Yankee newspaper print
ed on the back of wallpaper. A gen-
uine Issue in nice shape commands 
a $4000 price tag today. 

Regimental newspapers 
rank among the most rare. 
Published on small, portable 
presses which traveled Crom 

..._ ___ camp to camp, print 
runs were small and 
few exist today. The 
First Minnesota, The 
Regimental Flag, The 
Camp Kettle and the 
Soldier's News Letter 
are just a few of the 
quaint titles which 
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reported events in camp ------- shift the balance. A typical New 
York Times of the Civil War, in 
nice condition, still sells for 
well under $20. Few institu
tions are deaccessioning and 
the demand continues to grow, 
albeit at a moderate rate. 

and the horrors of the bat
tlefield. Most camp newspa
pers, when available, sell 
for $300 or more. 

Harper's Weekly is per
haps the most well-known 
of all Civil War titles. 
Widely held by many insti
tutions of the day, and 
most long since deacces
sioned into private hands, 
they are readily available 
today in single issues and 
bound volumes. Prices 
have risen considerably in recent years 
with most single issues commanding $25 
- $40 each with historic issues breaching 
the $100 level. Desired for their many full 
page and doublepage prints, they are 
graphic documents of battles of the day 
which otherwise would be known only 
through the reporters' descriptive text. 
Technology did not permit the printing of 
photographs ia newspapers until 1878. 

Still in its infancy as a serious col
lectible, Civil War era newspapers, in gen
eral, remain attractively priced while 
available inventory exceeds the demand 
of collectors, although time will soon 

But the special treat of 
collecting Civil War newspa
pers is knowing that even the 
smallest of skirmishes can be 
found in a newspaper. The 
thrill is seeking it out. Rare is 
the week which passes that I 
do not get a request for a battle 

report not found in history textbooks, 
but which is of special interest to the col
lector seeking some written documenta
tion of their ancestor's involvement. It is 
always a special treat to match such 
newspapers with collectors. 

Beyond the joy of having a physical 
piece of Civil War history, there is also 
the special thrill of discovering mention 
of those who would be better known for 
events after the war, including Frederick 
Douglass, George A. Custer, Lew Wallace 
(wrote Ben Hur). Walt Whitman (wrote 
occasional editorials) or future president 
James Garfield (figured prominently in 

Words matter. 
Choose them carefully! 

several battles), or perhaps a theater ad 
mentioning John Wilkes Booth. 

There are many little gems of histo
ry buried within the pages of newspapers 
still waiting lo be discovered. U finding 
the unexpected is a catalyst for collect
ing, then period newspapers provide per
haps the best arena for many a thrill. -R--

Important historic documents, 
photographs and art. 

,,.O~f.,/~/ 
~~~ 

We build collections for museums, 
individuals, and corporations. 

Kaller's Historical Documents, Inc. 
Post Office Box 3 84 

Marlboro, N.J. 07746 
skaller@mindspring.com 

A~A4 _,, 
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HISTORY STILL BEING FOUND! 

F 
or those no longer attending antique and ephemera shows 
- believing all chances of finding anything are forever 
diminished by the plethora of auctions and the internet -
take heed! Rail Splitter Curtis Lindner recently discovered 
an amazing piece of history 

ed to Harrisburg and addressed the State Legislature before con
tinuing on to Washington, via a clandestine route through 
Baltimore. The details of this perilous journey have been 
recounted many times. Death threats - taken seriously by Lamon 
and Allan Pinkerton - made all the plans during the trip that 
much more a concern. Allan Pinkerton warned of "murderous 

plug-uglies" waiting at the Baltimore 
train station. Another threat was 
reported by Gen. Winfield Scott who 
warned that a "band of rowdies" wait
ed in Baltimore bent on violence. It is 
interesting to note lrom this letter, 
however, the role played by Mrs. 
Lincoln in these arrangements. Even at 
this early juncture, the "First Lady
elect" had a pivotal say - one that 
ignored financial and security con
cerns in favor of her personal comfort. 
(Mrs. Lincoln's insistence on accom
modations at tl1e Willard proved quite 

while rummaging through a dealer's 
binder at a political bourse. He found a 
wonderful letter written by Lincoln's 
close friend and personal bodyguard, 
the "barrel-chested" Ward Hill Lamon. 
The letter was sent from Philadelphia 
on February 21, 1861, addressed to New 
York Congressman Erastus Corning: 

Dear Sir: 
Col. Sumner having engagements this 

evening and having just received your favor 
of yesterday in relation to the subject of Mr. 
Lincoln & family & Suite stopping at Willard's A young Ward Hill Lamon, ca. 1860, and later in life as the retired expensive for the new President!) 
- he requested me to answer your feller. We 
have decided after consulting with Mr. & Mrs. 
Lincoln to go to WiUards. 

Mr. Washburn & friends had secured a pri-
uate house for him but afler consultation Mrs. 
Lincoln is decidedly of opinion that there will 
not be sufficient room for the family in /he house 
they have secured. Can Judge Davis & myself get 
rooms adjoining lhe rooms intended for Mr. 
Lincoln & family? 

Your Respy. Yours, 
Want H. Lamon 

This letter represents an intriguing arti
fact from Lincoln's preinaugural trip. Lincoln 
arrived in Philadelphia on February 21st. 
The following day, he spoke at Independence 
Hall for a flag-raising ceremony to commemo
rate Washington's birthday. He then proceed-

Behavior So Unlike Abe's 

Michael Daly 

[The following originally appeared in the New 
York Daily News on September 24, 2000. We 
are grateful for permission to reprint it here for 
the enjoyment of our members.] 

If you are a few thousand short of 
parlaying a political contribution Into a 
night In the Lincoln Bedroom, you can 
console yoursell with the thought that 
the only time Honest Abe ever lay In that 
bed was when he was embalmed. 

The living Lincoln steadfastly 
refused to take so much as a nap on the 
carved rosewood bed his wife had pur-

"barrel-chested" Marshall. After arriving in Washington, 

chased during a shopping spree shortly 
alter he took office. 

Mary Todd Lincoln ls said to have 
been In a tizzy that the White House was 
not suitably grand for visitors such as 
the Prince of Wales, who had stayed 
there during President Buchanan's final 
months. 

The new First Lady had already run 
through all but $800 of the $20,000 
Congress appropriated to refurbish the 
White House when an invoice arrived 
from William H. Carry! & Brothers of 
Philadelphia. 

The invoice listed purchases of lace 
curtains, satin covers, a marble-top table 
and a carved rosewood bed. The total 

8 

Lincoln's former circuit-riding, legal 
colleague was appointed U. S. 

Marshal for the District of Columbia, a 
position he held until 1865. He extract
ed a promise from Lincoln not to make 
any public appearances without con
sulting with him to take adequate secu
rity measures - sadly, a promise "for
gotten" the night of April 14th. Lamon 
resigned his position following the 
assassination, primarily as a result of 
unpopularity and displeasure with his 
reactionary position towards the 
Colored population of the Capitol. He 
died in 1893 at the age of sixty-five. 

We congratulate Curtis for 
unearthing a true piece of history! ,a,-, 

came to $7,500, whlch pushed Mary over 
budget and Abe over the edge. He erupt
ed in screaming fury at such extrava
gance at the outbreak of the Civil War. 

"It would stink in the nostrils of the 
American people," he reportedly bel
lowed, "to have It said that the President 
of the United States had approved a bill 
overrunning the appropriation of $20,000 
for flubdubs for this damned old house 
when soldiers cannot have blankets." 

Lincoln signed the Invoice, which Is 
preserved in the National Archives. He 
balked at steeping in the rosewood "flub
dub." He could not have felt any fonder 
toward the bed when his l l-year old son, 
Willie, died in it from a fever. 



After the boy's death. the First 
Lady's passion shifted from furniture 
to clothes. She made repeated shop
ping trips to New York, spencllng 
$4,000 on a lace dress. $2,000 on a 
lace shawl. $250 on a parasol cover 
and $80 for a handkerchief. She is 
said to have bought 400 pairs of 
gloves in three months. 

As Abe agonized over the Civil 
War. Mary cajoled his supporters to 
help with her bills lest the debts hurt 
his chances for reelection. She still 
owed $15.000 at the time of his assas
sination. 

Had he been able, Llncoln would 
no doubt have leapt to his feet when 
his body was stretched out on the 
rosewood bed so he could be pre
pared for burial. This indignity was 
compounded eight decades later. 
when Harry Truman had the rose
wood bed removed into what had 
been Lincoln's War Room. 

Truman took to sleeping in what 
became known as the Lincoln 
Bedroom while the presidential bed 
chamber was renovated. He recount
ed, in a letter to his wife, being awak
ened one night by three sharp knocks 
at the door only to find nobody there. 

"Damn place is haunted, sure as 
shootln'." he wrote. 

A Secret Service agent named 
Rex Scouten was slow to disagree. 

"I go down that long hall into the 
Lincoln Bedroom. I get a strange feel
ing," he was quoted as saying. 

On another night, the visiting 
Queen Wilhelmina of the Netherlands 
opened the door to the Lincoln 
Bedroom and fainted on what she 
believed to be the ghost of Old Abe. 

Among the others to report see
ing Abe's shade was Winston 
Churchill. The last sighting on record 
was by President Ronald Reagan's 
daughter, Maureen, and her husband, 
who awoke in the rosewood bed to 
see a transparent figure by the win
dow. 

"I know It sounds hard to believe 
and weird as alJ get-out," she later 
wrote. "Dad thought we were looney 
tunes." 

President Reagan later half-joked 
in a Lincoln's Day speech that he 
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himself had begun to wonder. 
"Now. I haven't "jiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ...... iiiiiiiii ... lllliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiill __________ ""'II' 

seen him myself, but I 
have to tell you, I am 1 TIMOTHY HUGHES 

RARE NEWSPAPERS 
• 1640 lhru 1965 • 

• Catalog upon request • 

P.O. Box 3836 
Wllllemeport, PA 17701 

67()..326..1045 • fax 570-326-7606 

puzzled. because 
every once in a while 
our little dog, Rex, will 
start down that long 
hall toward that room, 
just glaring as If he's 
seeing something, and 
barking," Reagan said. 

No such reports www.ra~ewspaper.s.com • timOrarsnewspapt1r.s.com 
came from the Bush ~!!!!!!'-"'""!!!!!!'~---------!!!!!!'!!!!!!'~---- ..... ~ 
family, or from the Clintons, though 
Hillary seemed to be channeling less 
with Eleanor Roosevelt than with 
Mary Todd Lincoln when It came to 
the sitting room adjacent to the 
Lincoln Bedroom. 

"Hillary was particularly inter
ested in restoring the sitting room to 
the proper Lincoln-Grant Victorian 
period style and also making it an 
inviting and comfortable room for 
guests to use when they're staying at 
the White House," interior designer Kaid 
Hockersmith of Arkansas reported. 

The Cllntons' first guests in the 
Lincoln Bedroom were Linda 
Bloodworth-Thomason and her hus
band. Harry Thomason was so 
Imbued with Honest Abe's spirit that 
he later counseled Clinton to wag his 
finger while he denied having sexual 
relations with that woman, Monica 
Lewinsky. 

The other guests have come to 
Include Just about anybody with 
money to contribute. None of them 
reported seeing Lincoln's ghost. but 
they probably did not Imagine that 
the bed they paid so dearly to sprawl 
upon had been occupied by him only 
In death, that he had once called this 
ornate carved rosewood part of a 
stink in the nostrils or the American 
people. 

A stink aldn to that of trading 
White House sleepovers for contribu
tions. 

Maybe the ghost of Honest Abe 
is off having the last laugh. ..,._, 
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THIS IS YOUR FINAL 

OPPORTUNITY TO ORDER 

THE DEFINITIVE WORK! 

The Rail Splitter is pleased to make available a lim
ited number or catalogs from Nutmeg Stamp's sale 
of the Jon Bischel Collection of Postally Used Ciuil 
War Patriotic Cover:,. This 38½age work pictures -
in full color - over 6,000 covers, neatly organized 
under Union and Confederate headings. It is 
unlikely a sale of this magnitude will be repeated in 
our lifetime! Like the Zabriskie catalog offered in 
these pages, it figures to be a standard reference 
source on the subject and a m1,1st-have for your 
library. We are happy to make these available to 
our fellow Rail Splitter:. at the original, issued-price. 
To obtain your copy, together with prices realized. 
send $85 (postpaid) to: 171e Rail Splitter. Box 275, 
New York, NY 10044. 
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WILLIE LINCOLN'S 

MEMORIAL POEM 

AND A POSSIBLE 

INSPIRATION 

N 
Timothy H. Bakken 

o Presidential children have had 
their lives so thoroughly exam
ined as have the sons of Abraham 
Lincoln. This, the inevitable result 
of unbounded interest in every 
aspect of Lincoln's life, perhaps 

reached its peak in Ruth Painter 
Randall's Lincoln's Sons. but very few 
Lincoln biographers have not brought 
Willie, Tad and Robert Lincoln onto their 
pages. From U1eir varied writings, a gen
eral consensus emerges, one which sorts 
out Robert as somewhat priggish. "all 
Todd," much more his mother's child 
than his father's; Thomas ("Tad") as a 
temperamental, mischievous, overindulged 
rascal; and William Wallace ("Willie") as 
"prematurely serious and studious," to 
use John Hay's phrase. Especially when 
the latter aspects of Willie's personallty 
are discussed, along with his gentle 
nature, many Lincoln authors exhibit as 
proof a memorial poem which he wrote 
in honor of his father's old friend, 
Colonel Edward Dickinson Baker. 

As it happened, the Lincoln family 
was extremely close to not one, but two 
military officers of national reputation 
killed in the first months of the Civil War: 
Colonel Elmer Ellsworth, murdered on 
May 24, 1861 by an Alexandria, Virginia 
hotel-keeper for seizing the hostelry's 
Confederate flag; and Colonel Edward 
Dickinson Baker, killed just five months 
later on October 21st in the disastrous 
battle of Ball's Bluff (Leesburg), Virginia. 
Both deaths brought outpourings of pub
lic grief. Ellsworth, the tirst Union martyr 
of any stature, was mourned for his 
youth (twenty-lour), his dashing manner 
and appearance, his future promise, and 
his previous achievement as commander 
of a crack exhibition military drill team, 
many members of which had joined him 
in federal service as the "New York Fire 
Zouaves." Ellsworth had also been a stu
dent in Lincoln's law office, a campaigner 

for him in 1860, and an unofficial body
guard on his inaugural train. The loss of 
Baker, on the other hand, was that of an 
elder statesman. A United States Senator 
from Oregon, former Illinois 
Congressman and Mexican War officer, a 
capable lawyer and respected orator who 

His day thought and night's dream. 

His country has her part to play, 
To 'rds those he left behind, 
His widow and his children all -
She must always keep in mind. 

had helped hold the west coast for the The newspaper editor called these 
Union cause, his acquaintance with lines "quite creditable, as a first effort, 
Abraham Lincoln went back at least to for one so young," but regardless of their 
1837 when he had bought some land from critical merit they raise the question of 
the future Emancipator. Within a decade what models Willie had before him, and 
he had become so dear a friend that the whether he was aware of - perhaps even 
Lincolns named their second-born in his inspired by - one that was quite close to 
honor (Edward Baker "Eddie" Lincoln home: a poem written about Col. 
died in 1850 at just four years of age). Ellsworth by another Lincoln family 

The national mourning for these two friend. Gus Gumpert of Philadelphia. 
heroes took many forms, including rib- Gustav Edward Gumpert (1835-1883) 
bons, photo pins, song sheets, envelopes was a native of Germany who had come 
and stationery illustrated ~--------- to the United States with his 
with their likenesses, and parents and siblings ln 
memorial poems. The latter 1856. The father, a cigar 
were a Victorian staple, manufacturer, died in 1861 
found in many a newspaper leaving his business to his 
obituary, their quality usual- • three sons. The origins of 
ly proportionate to the liter- the friendship between Gus 
ary ability rather than the Gumpert and the Lincoln 
emotion of the author (Mark family are unrecorded, but 
Twain mercilessly satirized it seems quite plausible 
the worst of the genre in his that it began when 
Huckleberry Finn). Among President-elect Lincoln vis-
the memorials to Baker was - ited Philadelphia on the 
one written by Willie journey to his inaugural 
Lincoln, which was printed (chief among his appear-
in Washington's National ances was a speech and 
Republican newspaper on Gus Gumpert with Willie's raising of the new 34-star 
October 30th as "Lines on brother, Tad. flag at Independence Hall 
the Death of Colonel Edward on the morning of February 
Baker." Willie sent the verses 22nd). The documentary 
to the editor with a note record of the relationship 
stating "I enclose you my first attempt at between the Lincolns and Gumpert is 
poetry" (Ruth Painter Randall suggested extremely sparse, but it Indicates that as 
that Willie's "poetry-loving and doting" early as November of 1862, Gus was 
parents may have encouraged its sub- trusted enough to "babysit" young Tad, 
mission). The verses read: taking him on a trip to Baltimore during 

There was no patriot like Baker, 
So noble and so true; 
He fell as a soldier on the field, 
His face to the sky of blue. 

His voice is silent in the hall 
Which oft his presence grac'd, 
No more he'll hear the loud acclaim 
Which rang from place to place. 

No squeamish notions filled his breast, 
The Union was his theme, 
"No surrender and no compromise, .. 

his mother's absence from the Capitol. 
Gus became a "boon friend" to Tad, espe
cially after the early death of Willie 
Lincoln deprived Tad of his nearest 
brother and the deepening concerns of 
war absorbed ever more of his fatller's 
time. It is reported that Tad had the run 
of Gumpert's store on Chestnut Street in 
Philadelphia, more than once riding in on 
his pony, and irritating Gus's brothers by 
scattering the money in tile cash drawer. 
Sometime around December 1864, 
Gumpert was made a Special Agent of the 
U.S. Treasury at the recommendation 
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and fervent urging of both President and different red and blue illustrated played in the autumn leaves nearby. 
Mrs. Lincoln and worked at that post in envelopes, one of which, shown here, According to Ruth Painter Randall, when 
the Southwest. He was afterwards bore an imaginative woodcut depicting he took his leave, Colonel Baker "lifted 
Revenue Collector of the Port of the actual moment Ellsworth was shot Willie, whom he had known since he was 
Philadelphia. r..=.!C===--:-=-""--'"'-""-=-=-=---:-~--------..-. a baby, into his arms and tenderly 

Aside from all this, Gumpert, an.o!Uil ro coc. a,,.. ..... tK kissed him ... " That Ellsworth 
was a balladeer expressing his patri- ,.., .. .,,_,i...,_, ... ,....... enjoyed nearly as much intimacy 
otism in songs such as "The Dying •~•~~=-t.:~<;,:- with the family may be Judged from 
Volunteer" and "Our Country's Flag." ,.';. .:':'",.;:';;;:;.~:1 :_: the President's famous letter of con-
Much if not all of his work, simply "•~1>"" • "'...., dolence to his parents. 
signed "G. Gumpert," was published While children of Willie Lincoln's 
by his fellow Chestnut Street busi- time and preceding generations 
nessman, John Magee. Among doubtless had earlier and more 
Magee's vast output of patriotic I UllORIAL TO COL. ELLSWORTH. extensive familiarity with death, pri-
envelopes and stationery were at ..,..,..,,..,._..,..,..,~ marily due to the relative Infancy of 
least four items bearlng all or part of ,1 1,rave medical science, It nevertheless 

Tbou noblll warrior, young ou • 
this poem written by Gus Gumpert: would have been highly unusual to lose 

Sl(l"P v-eelly in thy silen1 grn,·<-, 

In Memory of Col. E. E. Ellsworth 

Thou youthful Hero! deep in grief 
We mourn thy loss, our friend, our chief, 
Too soon thou 'st passed away. 

Thy fellow soldiers love thee still, 
But humbly bow to God'.~ own will, 
'Tis he who doom 'd thy day. 

May Heaven crown thy martyr'd head; 
For patriots' freedom thou has shed 
Thy blood at duty's call. 

The pages of our history 
With pride and joy will speak of thee, 
"In honor thou did'st fall. •· 

Thou noble warrior, young and brave, 
Sleep sweetly in thy silent grave, 
For millions praise thy name. 
Thy courage ne'er shalf be forgot, 
A nation weeps. Thy mournful lot 
But adds unto thy fame. 

This poem appeared In lull on a 
Magee lettersheet, while the concluding 
stanza was used by itself on at least three 

THE COPPEilllEAD )fILLfu~f. 

~ ~ ~ two close family friends in such a short 
:For millions prtiise tliy name. Lime and in such a violent way so close to 

Tb • cour!lgo rnier 1:,h1.1.U be forgot, home. Randall found that over the year 
) l ui-nfal lot-

d. nut ion we~ps 1 1Y mo 
I 

of 1861 Willie exhibited a mind that "was 
le Mlds but to lhy fiune. ,,. «nm.i,T. becoming amazingly mature" and much 

J involved with "the history that was 
__ being enacted around him." It is difficult 

L ---- - not to conclude that the loss of Baker 
(none of the three Magee envelopes - or and Ellsworth played a considerable role 
"covers" to use the philatelic term - were in that quickening. A boy who enjoyed 
in the great George Walcott cover collec- reading, it is not surprising that some 
lion, auctioned in 1934, but they are list- months after Willie's death in February 
ed in William R. Weiss Jr.'s recent Catalog 1862 President Lincoln found and 
of Union Civil War Patriotic Covers). showed to his old friend Senator Orville 

The existence of these two poems - H. Browning some "memoranda" Willie 
Willie Lincoln's tribute to Col. Baker, and had maintained of "important events 
Gus Gumpert's tribute to Col. Ellsworth - [including] dates of battles, deaths of dis-
prompts some interesting If minor specu- tinguished persons &c ... " Browning 
lative questions, including whether noted this in his diary but unfortunately 
Gumpert met Ellsworth at the same time did not say whether the collection con-
he became acquainted with the Lincoln sisted of printed or handwritten material. 
family. WilUe Lincoln, of course, knew or a mixture of both. Since the "memo-
both Colonels Ellsworth and Baker quite randa" apparently no longer exist we will be 
well. The latter supposedly had an inter- left to wonder, as Ruth Painter Randall did, 
view with the President the day before whether Willie preserved a copy of his own 
the Battle of Ball's Bluff, the two men talk- poem on Colonel Baker; or, we would add, 
ing on the White House lawn while Willie of Gus Gumpert's on Col. Ellsworth. ~ 

As we cele
brate the new 
millenium ... a 
cartoon from 
1864 reminds 

us of life's con-
tinuities. 
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It is with regret that we note the passing of Lloyd 
Ostendorf this past October 27th. Without question 
a key figure in the field of Lincolniana, Lloyd, with 
the help of the late Charles Hamilton, facilitated a 

better, more comprehensive study of the pho
tographs of Lincoln. While certainly surrounded by 
controversy over the past ten years, we choose to 
remember Lloyd as an accomplished artist and 

illustrator and for his contribution to the field of 
photography. Our sympathies go out to his family. 
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In The Marketplace I LINCOLN I 

LI NCO~ JODSOll 

A n old-time country auction is a rare bird these days; or, so they say. Charles Whitaker of Philadelphia -
conducted one last month in Crosswicks, New Jersey, just north of Trenton. Crosswicks is a small town -
of just a handful of homes with several beautiful Victorians - other homes date back to colonial times. .J • 
The estate sale dispersed the Brick Family's property after living in the same house for over 100 years. • 

There were just a few political items, all for Republican candidates. While cataloging the library, two Lincoln t//J ·•• -
& Johnson red, white, and blue paper campaign ribbons were found, sandwiched in the pages of Raymond's u' IINs O" 
1865 biography of Lincoln. They sold as a pair for $1,430. \1 ...... 

C 
hrlsties East sold 
some interesting 
Lincoln assassi
nation material this 

last September. With seventy-five 
accumulated over many years by a dealer 
of militaria, featured Items included this 
wonderful broadside calling for a mass 

•,r.. 11a.,. meeting to express public grief at the 
assassination of the President, dated April 
19, 1865. It sold to a mid-West broadside 
specialist for $3,200. The "standard" 

Booth reward broadside (the one often reproduced) without tipped-in photos, sold within estimate for $30,000. A 
heretofore unseen albumen photograph of seventeen men, posed with armed guards, each wearing an "Assassin 

l 

_ __ _ Sympathizer" sign around his neck, posted a resp. ectable $5,000. A 
7,- - - _ May 1, 1865 document from the 

-.. , ., ...! - -, Washington, D.C. police department, charg-
/ ,. fa;. ,,,~-4. •-'.;.,·::_; ~~- ing the policeman assigned to protect 
/ :;:,, ""-::. .. ::::.:::-----. 7 ' "'• I President Lincoln on the night of April 14, 

~:::-~~~::~-~'::'::':: 1865, with neglect of duty, notifying him that 
_.... __ ---... ~ .. ,..,. .. _.._,, ------
.:":':,-:z:z-...,,r.:-::.-:..7'~-.. ..:~---w a trial upon "said charges ... will take place on 

--......... ...,J 4-•- ........ ., .. _ ~~~-~-~--- ~~~~~ 
'1~-::::f~ ~ The Creal Crill:! May, 1865," also 

_ i;,_"' /It Y,,:::::---/r4 7"-' ... ~ MAI mme, came to the block. 
• '/"., 7' .-, The charges spec-

WHOLE 

nnn 

L. ~ / ■ ify "that said 
:':""' d ....... :z:•z;:- _ _ aoo &UIU I llnl II Parker was detailed to attend and protect the 
,,.,,-;t:;::r.f,~-,,,,, ''it''"'".,,_;..,,.,., RIJlAllRIYI Ll'-i(LI\ President Mr. Lincoln, that while the President was at 
-/""-;,, -1.;.;;; •"t«,-<--IT,/',::::_,,.,..,._ ~"€:-:'::..¥::=--:=--•~-=-· Ford's Theatre on the night of the 14 of April last, said 
z._1,, ~J! ~"---'•-K. <¢~, -r-.,..152--=-""C'-~-:.,:,. 
I:.,~:... , •-~.,,. __ , ;«;, ---~"" :SE-:::?...-~--r:.:T."5.==-i'.:::£'-r;~ Parker allowed a man to enter the President's private ~-. ·--~~ 4 . ___ ,.._"' _ _,,, ______ -;;-_ ... 

fl -... _,,,.,,_ ~{:-:::i?.:=.=.-;;-•~-- box and shoot the President" The malcreant Parker 
~ •\ '

1
"1:--;\?,,,,_ \1TI0\\L t'\UMITI, his future with the force i~ doubt, acknowledged 

4 ... ..,.,,,,.':"'"'..::_) ..J~ ·-, -~ receipt of the document with his signature. This 
,_.,_____ 111. fMMlJhii& o. IIIHa 11, •dlcli memo from the "internal affairs department" was 
-, ... _ r"' ... --:;;---:-::=---. -'"coisiiiRACT ___ $24,000. Finally, a broadside promoting an 1870 lee-

___::.:.<. . .,'£ d"-4 -rs.::E:."'"--="••--•-. -- ture by the acquitted conspirator, John H. Surratt, 
---- acquitted itself well for $4,800. 

0 ttered by David Hecht, Bookseller, of San Francisco (via the internet): The Trial of Hon. Clement I vanandiaham, by a Military Commission; and the 
Proceedings Under His AooUcatjon For a Writ of Habeus Corpus in the Circuit Court Of the u.s. for the Southern District of Ohio. Cincinnati, 1863. 
282 pages plus ads in original calf with spine label. This first-edition details the famous trial of the Ohio politician and Confederate sympathizer (the 

model for Hale's Man Without A Country). Vallandigham was prosecuted under Burnside"s order outlawing declarations of sympathy for the enemy. $125. 
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S wann Gallery of New York offered a a Document Signed by Lincoln and Stanton appointing 
Jeremiah Cole Commissioner of Illinois in its October sale. (Can anyone enlighten us as to 
what this job entailed? We've heard of railroad and racing commissioners - didn't they have 
a governor?) The piece sold for $4,400. Also offered was a massive autographed portrait 

of U.S. Grant. This unusual albumen is described as one of only six copies made before the nega
tive was destroyed. Attributed to William Bell, circa 1863-4, the negative was housed at 
Washington's Army Medical Museum. While McClellan posed with his hand thrust in his vest. Grant 

C 
hapel Hill Rare Books' recent catalog has 
two Emancipation Proclamation items. A 
War Department issue of the 
Proclamation, designated "General Order 

No. 1" and described as the fifth separate printing 
of the Proclamation, Is $850. A 17-page pamphlet, 
published by Wilkes and Thompson in Union
occupied Beaufort, South Carolina, in January 
1864, is entitled First Anniversary of the 
Proclamation of Freedom In South Carolina, Held 
at Beaufort s c. January 1. 1864. It describes the 
procession and speakers that participated in what 
was probably the first such celebration in the 
South. The publisher also printed the occupation 
newspaper The Free South. This "excessively 
rare·· pamphlet is $2,000. 

has his down his pants 
pocket, emblematic of a 
man of action! ($13,800) 
Coincidentally, the follow
ing week, the 8 x 11" 
signed portrait on the right 
was listed on e-Bay. The 
seller was quick to note in 
his description the price
realized at Swan n's I This 
second Image failed to sell 
with bids only reaching 
$3,800 - the owner told us 
his reserve was $8,000. 

1

.,.- - ~,_,;;JI,"" 1, • ..~ 
sp,1--""' 1or1 .. a,.,. ,....,..,,.. f-•• A 

,_,. ~ ~ u-,_ ~A 
~ . ~Collon. 

I s ;ce,"""a.-r IHVK ,o,r.,,. ,A.Ji,.,~ 

T he Abraham Lincoln 
Book Shop October 
catalog includes, as 
usual, a fine assort-

ment of Lincolniana. Gardner's 
Photographic Sketchbook of the 
Civil War with 100 mounted 
albumen photos, Inscribed to 
Gen. Phil Sheridan "with compli
ments of Alan Pinkerton, 
Chicago. March 24. 1869" was, 
understandably, the priciest 
offering at $125,000. An original 
salt print of Lincoln after the 
Roderick Cole dag, on a period 

I n a previous issue, we 
discussed the appear
ance at auction of a 

check made out by Lincoln to 
the Second Presbyterian 
Church in Springfield in pay
ment of pew rental for the 
Lincoln family. A similar item 
was recently sold by Robert 
Siegel Auctions, Inc. of N.Y.C., 
except the payee is the 
"Second Portuguese Church" 
of Springfield. That's a new one 
on us. How many Portuguese people could have been 

lr,;;;:;;;;.;;....;.=====-=====;;;.;;;a;.ii' mount, and appropriately 
framed, is $15,000. Three 1860 

living In Springfield in 1860? Was this a mistake on Lincoln's part? 
Perhaps some Lincoln scholars out there will enlighten us! This item 
realized $6,325. Also sold were some interesting postally-used covers. A 
"Peace Commissioners" cover (ex:Walcott with notation "Never saw 
another'') sold for $715 while a cover depicting a slave child blowing up 
the "Treason" balloon sailed away for $990. 

IIIIIDll'l'rEE FOil .l DlT'II LAIKIL 

~,.,.. ..... 
• .,..,....... ........ ,..-4r ........... ..r,a./"!flllf 
................... ~-tt---"-!lil 

..,.~ ... --.tll.,, .. ....,~.,,....~ .,._.. ....... _ _,__ .. _'-'\"'••·-

.............................. ~~·~ ..... 
~- .. -- ..... '-"'•* ...... ~•-· 
"""'4., ..,.._., ~ ~ ............. .. ....,,llltiie ..... ..,... ......... ,..,, 
• ' ~ ... _,.., ........ __..,.,1. ....... ,... 

... ~-...1 .......... ~.:111.i.1w ................ .... 

non-pictorial Lincoln campaign 
songsters range from $425 to 
$775. A unique handbill signed 
in type by six Philadelphia 
madams, Inviting patrons to 

I 
visit their "respective places of 
amusement" with a portion of 
the revenues generated ear
marked to the Sanitary Fair is 
offered to all-comers for $4,650. 
( Even the prostitutes "had a 

:::: :~~~ ~, hand" in helping out!) Finally, an 
~':!' .~~=1

~• • 1864 edition of Old Abe's Jokes 
::.!~~.:.:';-..:J with multicolored stiff paper 

covers, the definitive edition, 
was already marked SOLD. 
(boo-hoo ... that's not funny!) 

1~~====::!=::..=..=c__::.....:.. 

T 
his one defies description ... beyond 
how it was cataloged on e-Bay: "This 
bonnet was purchased at an Indiana 
auction. It belonged to a family 

member who was related to Andrew 
Johnson. The note on the bonnet reads 
'Worn by Lucretia Johnson. mother of ex
Pres. Andy Johnson and sister of Great 
Grandfather. 146 years old.' The lace is still 
strong. although dirty. Buyer pays shipping 
and handling." The piece - perfect for some
one who wants to march in the next Easter Parade as Andy's mom -
generated Just one bid selling for the open of $35. 
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1 ~~\$T OL04 
In The Marketplace, cont. 

C orrectly represented as a forgery, this "Abraham Lincoln" note. 
sold as "a very good forgery, probably circa 1920 and it is being 

sold as such for refer
ence purposes," still 
generated 21 bids on 
e-Bay selling for $445. 

l -~ 
l ~,= -~---. 
~~~~-i: 

E arly American History issues high-quality, 
traditional catalogs that are also available 
on their internet website with each photo- -

M any collectors were ~ ~I' 
shocked ten years ago • 
when Tom French sold a 
piece of Lincoln sheet / ~ 

music ("The Wigwam Grand March") 
from the Dr. Morris Shenk Collection I 
for $2,300. It took another "Tom" to ~~ 
break that record ... and another full 1 / 
decade! In Tom Slater's October 

1 
.... -., / 

sale, a copy of "Honest Old Abe" / .sMi1sn-:no.u-.r-~.u!t 
sold for a whopping $3,300. Will it ~ ,,1~·'""· • •$ 

take another ten years to surpass "'M"""' .,•too•~•~, 111•1,., N, .. "-J 
this? Don't bet on it! ~ - - , .. , _---

graph enlarged (and in full color!) The catalog photos are top quality and the detail holds 
up even under magnification - all of which encourages bidder confidence. Their August sale 
included a very fine military commission signed by Lincoln and Cameron, dated March 18, 1861, appoinli 
Theodore Talbot "assistant adjutant general with the brevet rank ot Captain." Talbot was stationed at Fo 
Sumter at the outbreak of hostilities. This lot was not only unusual in that respect, but included the origin 
cover letter from Simon Cameron and the transmittal envelope addressed to Fort Sumter. This choice group
ing was bombarded before surrendering for $8,680. Another unusual offering was a Lincoln & Johnson 1865 
Inauguration advertising-note from a New York City dry goods merchant. Printed in red, black. and green, a 

trimmed example had sold eight years ago in a Presidential Coin & 
Antique auction for $460. This time around, this complete specimen 
made $1,045, '·payable on demand." A beautiful engraved campaign 
plaque from 1868, incorporating busts of Washington, Lincoln, 
Grant & Colfax, complete with appropriate slogans and period 

✓,;?~/2A 
A~ ,,2":l;,,r • 

,Ut'a-~7 ~~ 
~,"0~~.1-,;t,• 

frame, had bidders exclaiming "Let Us Have [This] Piece", selling for '------
$3,220. Some additional selections from recently completed E.A.H. sales: a 33 x 43" hand-colored 
1860 political chart published by Baird & King of Philadelphia depicting all the presidential and vice-pre 
identlal candidates sold tor $3,450, despite condition problems; a small handbill entitled "Funer 
Procession of President Lincoln," also published in Philadelphia, failed to sell; an apotheosis lith 
graph subtitled "The Reward of the Just," again published in Philly, ascended to the $575 level; 
Typed Manuscript Signed by Wm. Howard Taft of his 1918 speech delivered on the fiftieth 
anniversary of the Lincoln-Douglas debate at Galesburg, IL, bound into a volume of Taft-relat
ed imprints, made $1,265; an 1868 two-sided handbill promoting Horatio Seymour for presi
dent. dealing with the repayment of bonds issued to finance the Civil War and reflecting the 
public's lack of confidence In greenbacks, was redeemed for $3,450. 

0 ur friend, Bruce Gimelson. a prominent dealer of autographs and historic Americana In Garrison, New York, offered through 
a display ad placed In one of the Northeast antique Journals, an inscribed Invitation to the 1865 Lincoln & Johnson inaugur
al ball for $1,500. He describes it as part of "an original find" - a statement supporting our "hypothesis" that a group of these 

must have shown up at some point in the recent past. These are the type of isolated events that inspire and animate the collecting com
munity. Don't bother calling ... Bruce reports that he could have sold fifteen specimens if available! 
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E 
A.G. Gallery of HALF SU\'f. A."'lU fLU.F FRH 
Roslyn Heights, 
NY conducted 
an auction in 

T ed Hake, the doyen of pop culture from York, PA, Just liquidated the "Original 
Comic & Illustration Art" collection of Charlie Roberts. Included was this original 
ink logo by Ham Fisher. circa July 1939, depleting Joe Palooka saluting Uncle 
Sam and Abe Lincoln. ZAP! POW! BAM! $175. 

October that included 
this World War II War 
Bonds poster ulllizing 
a beardless Lincoln. 
The title. paraphras
ing Lincoln's quote 
of eighty-five years 

r;;,,-======-:i s kin
1
ne

1
r'sBBooks &( Manuscripts ~{~J.. 

sa e n oston correct pro- .;_ 
nunciation: 'Bah-stin') had ~ £,,/u,c,.-;:r>h=,,,,,. 

previous, was "This BOl'WAR BONDS 
World Cannot Exist ---~---....::....::.:::....:.::...i 
Half Slave and Half Free." It sold for $160. We 
have also seen a World War I poster that depicted Lincoln -
that selling ln the annual Rail Splitter auction. Does anyone a few entires of note. An 83-

page (!I) Autographed Manuscript 
Signed by Edward Everett, his orig
inal copy of a July 4, 1861 speech 
delivered In New York City at the 
Academy of Music on "the great 

._ ___ _, issues now before our country," 
together with a presentation cover 

letter, realized a more than reasonable 
(downright BARGAIN!) $3,500. Asel
dom-encountered carte-de-visite of J. 
Wilkes Booth with imprint of A. H. 
Dresser of Blue HIii, Maine. passed at 
$500. Although a fine portrait, it 
proved to be quite an aggressive esti

know of 

other exam-I l\li~ 7 
pies than -~~ 
these two? ..,,_ u~ . ... ,. 

E.A.C. also 
sold in the 
previous 
sale a Teddy 
Roosevelt 
letter that 

111..1.....,. tu. 

•ut., ,..,u.t 11,..,, .,. .i•n•r ,1•u.- <JM.11 •• ■ ... U 

·1111 ~ !loot- ,- ....,...,t - r.w,-, hdJ'U• 111'1',; IU 1 ... 

_, ~ l•-ft. l~a&:"• •11. .. u..11 .. t•a.f'"'•U. 

we feel is • ,u .. ""· .... 1 
• --r- 111 # •'"' ,., •• ,111.JW. ... , .. , ...... 

quite spe- .,, ••• , •• 1• ----..... ,,...., __ "' 
n.t.ll .i...r, ,...., •• ,.-,.1,. n..,. r•v11, 

cial. Dated , -
September 

mate/reserve for a copy-photograph. ------------
Finally, a page from an autograph album with signatures of Lincoln, 
Johnson. Stanton, Colfax, Sumner. Greeley, Grant, Schurz, and Whittier, 
failed to sell against an estimate of $3,200-3,700. Problem? An absolute, 
unmitigated forgery! Now ... SHAME on the auctioneer who allowed this 
piece to be cataloged! While on its own, perhaps the Lincoln might fool a 
few neophytes. "flags should have been raised" by most of the accompa
nying signatures. The Johnson is an obvious lake - the Grant Is a horrible 
forgery - as is the Greeley; the Schurz is quite good as is the Colfax, but... 

13, 18951 
and typed 
on the let-
terhead of "President's Office Police Department City of 
New York" (T.R. was N.Y.C. Police Commissioner for just a 
brief period), the future president and admirer of Lincoln 
declines an Invitation from the council of the Illinois Central 
Railroad Company to give an address on Lincoln during a 
birthday celebration planned for the following year. This 
missive sold for $1,250. didn't anyone think to get a second opinion? 

T 
wo stereoviews from e-Bay: John Hay, 
$195; an extremely rare view of Lincoln's 
2nd Inaugural (without a photographer's 
credit) $4,325 with 16 bids executed. 

S teven Raab Autographs of Ardmore, PA has three Civil War period letters that 
provide some Lincoln insight. An 1861 letter between two women relates 
Lincoln's preinaugural trip to Cleveland: " ... He is not a very handsome man 
but a very pleasant agreeable person ... If it had not been for the mud and 

crowd I believe I should have rushed forward and begged a kiss as several young 
ladies did." ($395). An 1864 letter from a Union soldier stationed outside Atlanta 
discusses sympathies in the upcoming election: " .. Every prisoner we take wants 
McClellan for president. They get upon the works and give three cheers for 
McClellan and then our boys give three cheers for Old Abe ... They know they are 
whipt and they own It. but they do not give up because they cannot get In front of 
our lines. They have to be careful what troops they put In front or they will desert ... " 
($495). An 1865 letter between two men describes the aftermath of the war. " ... your 
father and I saw the remains of our beloved and lamented President In N. Y. His face 
was discolored and had lost its natural expression but it was a great satisfaction to 
your father to see the remains of him who will be known In history as the Martyr 
President. You know the assassin Booth is caught and killed and his vile carcass is 
probably buried like a dead dog in the bottom of the Potomac River. .. " ($495). 
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In The Marketplace, cont. 

R 
& R Enterprises, the autograph guys 
from Bedford, NH, bill themselves as the 
producers of the "only monthly auto
graph auction." That's nice. Their October I 

opus included a copy of the official military order 
announcing Lincoln's assassination. The black
bordered two-sided sheet reprints excerpts from I 
General Order No. 66, announcing the death otthe 
President. and ordering each military unit to 
undertake appropriate observances including the I 
draping of mourning flags tor 30 days. Signed by 
Assistant Adjutant General Wm. H. H. Emmons, 
this directive commanded a price of S1.500 (including 15% buyer's). 

A 
lexander Autographs of Greenwich, CT had anoth. er 

lllBtif "telephone book-sized" auction in October, split 
...._ n.l.a between a mail/phone & fax component and a live £& sale called by that good ol' boy, George 
~ Hollingsworth. The auction contained an unusual 1863 Ohio 

- -·- - ballot printed in blue ink that depicted Lincoln and featured 
:ff:~ the slogan "Make Treason Odious and Loyalty Honorable." 
-=-=- ($260) An 1858 A.LS. by future Lincoln supporter James G. 

-=-~- l Blaine, addressed to Sen. William P Fassenden, discussing 
-:.:.:- the impropriety of prematurely selecting the nominee of the 

-:;ff:: fledgling Republican Party (Seward at the time the front-run-
~ ner): • ... The election of '60 ... will be fought as much on 1inan-
--=--. cial & economic issues, as on the slavery question ... friends 

of today may when the lime comes be glad to review & 
change their positions with reference to 
a candidate... ($280) A pair of crystal 

illiam May's October 
"Specialty" auction { 
in Portsmouth, NH 
featured ·a fine 

collection of vintage auto
graphs, historical docu
ments, and high quality col
lectibles" (we're quoting 
here!). Anyhow, they did 
have a well-executed oll on 
canvas of Lincoln. Can·t tell 
you much about it, except it 
was big and there was 
some restoration and repairs to tears in the canvas, 
and, it was Lincoln. Oh yeah, it sold for S600 

-Bay constantly provides a testing of the "greater fool" theory. This 
piece was represented as "A rare photograph of Abe Lincoln and Tad 
Lincoln. It Is at an outside gathering Lincoln and Tad are at the bot
tom right hand corner sitting down with Tad in front of Abe." A total 

of three bids to $200 were executed leaving the piece unsold at a undis
closed reserve. Similarly, this positive-on-glass of Lincoln's home, most 
likely a late magic-lantern slide. was "cased-up" and represented as an 
ambrotype. "one of the most important images offered ... rarity is almost 
mcalculable. I know of no other existing copies." The piece is quite late 
with a finished sidewalk and fully-matured trees in front of the home Oust 
ask our on-staff expert 
on tree-growth, that 
distinguished arborist, 
Curtis!). It also failed 
to sell with a required 
opening bid of $1,000 

I 
decanters, with provenance 
Indicating they were pur- ...----~ 
chased in 1866 m Chicago 
from some sort of orches
trated sale of Mary Todd 
Lincoln's household effects 
and, by inference, used in 

the Lincoln White House, sold for $3,000. A huge archive of letters, 
documents, and photographs related to the financial and personal 
affairs of the photographer Charles Fredricks, sold for $13,000. This 
included letters between Fredricks and his partner Henry Avery and 
correspondence purportedly written to and from their chief rival, 
Mathew Brady. (Brady's wntlng is quite scarce ... these may be ~ __ 
secretarial.) Many of these I.otters concerned the disposition of F ~ ~ ---; :::;;;;i A lso recently selling on 
pettY debts. Avery's letters are very revealing: "I have made our SIOO e-Bay was a "pirated" 
Card Photographs of Celebrities at $10 per hundred and sales (copy-Image) of 
immediately came up almost double ... I will share with you equal- B E 11 I D f Gardner's photo of 
ly ... all losses by Pirates ... endeavoring to get up an excitement in 4 Lewis Payne, sans "mana-
lhe Porcelain and Double card picture ... cards are decreasing with "'__ 

1 
cles." The offending photog-

us but large works are increasing ... the murder of Lincoln has ,i~-i~if,,.=.r ... I 
I 

rapher - quite accomplished 
completely checked all business... we have no life negatives nu given the rich tone and detail 
except of Booth ... we were the only parties who had any life pie- =.":::!.JS:.-::B":1i:l~ - didn't bother to expunge 
lures .. ." Finally, a Missouri runaway-slave broadside from 1860, ~~:!q;t_::_,~ • Gardner's imprint and even 
the year of Lincoln's election, a quintessential example, got '"sold _,_-~itta. I had the chutzpah to add his -D~-=_:,•'..,;-
down river," crossing the auction block for $4,250. (Prices do not ==~==~===- own copyright line. This 
include 15% buyer's premium.) ~-- :=J extremely rare Image is still quite a prize: $2,550. 
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S imple & Direct. the Las Vegas autograph emporium, had two Lincoln-related manuscripts in their November sale. The first, an 1862 A.LS. by 
Lincoln. on Executive Mansion letterhead. was sent to Secretary of State Seward and related to the former Secretary ot War, Simon Cameron, whom 
Lincoln was attempting to place elsewhere. The Lincoln directive reads In full: "I think we might as well give Gen. Cameron the desired leave of 
absence. A. Lincoln." He was referring to the appointment of Cameron to be Minister to Russia. The problem was that Cassius Clay, the current 

Minister, wanted to be reappointed and not serve In the military as planned. To accommodate all involved, it was necessary to give Cameron a leave of 
absence so he could return to the U.S., resign his position, and collect his salary in the meantime. Cameron did not resign as Minister unUI five months 
later and Clay was given his old job back a day later. ($25,000 against an estimate of $20-40,000.) Also, an 1864 A.LS. by Horace Greeley on New York 
Tribune letterhead was Insightful as ii related to the role of presidential electors. " ... I am on our State electoral ticket and am therefore at the bidding of 
our State Committee, which sends me away all over the State whenever it judges that I can be spared from here. I am so absorbed in the presidential 
contest that I think of little else ... " This lot failed to sell with a listed minimum bid of $450 and an aggressive estimate of $1,000-2,000. Now .... as Paul 
Harvey would say, "here's the rest ot the story.· Should you still want to purchase the Greeley letter, which In the course of the "auction" (retail-plus 
sale?) failed to gamer the minimum bid ot $450. it Is still available. As explained by a staff member, their formula tor after-auction sales is simple: take 
the minimum bid, add the low-end of the estimate. divide by two, and add another 15%. This is to say that a lot that didn't get a bid of $450 in the auc
tion is still available for $833.75. Now ... the question begs asking ... why would ANYONE pay twice as much for a lot that passed at... well. you get the 
picture! Ahhh ... the pitfalls of bidding in "auctions" with material owned by the house! 

M & S Rare Books of Providence, RI (proprietor: Dan Siegel) issues periodic fixed-price catalogs of books and other Imprints. Selections from 
his latest issue include: a "broadside" copy of the Douglas campaign newspaper, the Nashville Daily Evening Democra~ which lists Douglas' 
Southern campaign itinerary and quotes the Peoria Union that Lincoln is "an unimportant character" ($600); a small 1862 printed handbill in 
which Andrew Johnson defines the objects of the war, inscribed by him "With regards of A.J," ($3,500); a three-volume set of Hemdon's 

U!l.@!n with library stamps on each title page ($350); and an 1862 booklet authored by Samuel F. B. Morse entitled The Present Attempt to Dissolve the 
American Union. a British Aristocratic Plot ($150). 

W averly Auctions Just sold this quite nice, 1861 note signed by Gen. George B. McClellan - with a brief Autograph Endorsement Signed by 
Abraham Lincoln! The piece, wn'tten by McClellan as Major Gen., Headquarters, Army of the Potomac, Washington, D.C., Sept. 15, 1861, reads 
In full: ''If General Cooper's request can be complied with, it would be gratifying to me." While the addressee is not specified, President 
Abraham Lincoln has added his holograph 3-word endorsement "And to me A. Lincoln." General Cooper may refer to James Cooper (1810-

1863), a law student under Thaddeus Stevens In Gettysburg and a Whig U.S. Representative and Senator. He was appointed a Brigadier General of 
Volunteers, May 17, 1861, to recruit "loyal Marylanders." In early September, Cooper was ordered to command a paroled prisoner-of-war camp near 
Columbus, OH, and later was appointed commandant of Camp Chase, also near Columbus, a training camp and later military prison. Because of McClellan's 
recent prior command of the Dept. of the Ohio, it would have been logical to have his endorsement (and that of the President) to transfer from a "front
line" command under Sigel and Banks to a post in Ohio. (This is. of course, all speculation.) The piece sold In the $4,000/6,000 estimate at $5,500. 

G 
uernsey's, the N.Y.C. 
firm whose motto 
might be Monty 
Python's "And now 

for something completely dif
ferent," had a "Fairground" 
auction in October that encom
passed carousel figures, cir· 
cus posters, model sleighs. 
and wax figures. The figures 
came from the Vermont Wax 
Museum In Manchester, a col· 

lection assembled by an expatriated New York couple 
with an artistic bent. Not only did they collect these fig
ures, they learned how to make them as well! This 
avocation developed to the point where, in 1965, they 
opened their own museum. The figures they exhibited 
represented cultural and historical icons - not the 
tawdry or criminally notorious. Displays explaining how 
the figures were made, as well as interactive displays in 
which selected speeches recorded live by the "exhibits" 
were played back added to the attraction. We don't 
know if they used a recording of Raymond Massey giv
ing Lincoln's "Farewell Address" from Springfield. In 
any event. the Lincoln in requisite stovepipe hat realized 
$475 plus a buyer's premium ol 17.5%. 

'fl (watch) Case of Mistaken Identity" 

David Hillier has for sale this "extremely rare sixth-plate daguerreotype 
of Hannibal Ham/In." The i.d. was supplied by the consignor, an 
"unnamed dealer of historical Americana." Initially priced at $14,000, the 

decision was made to mark it down to $6,700 when it was discovered that the 
sitter was actually Chauncey Jerome (1783· 1868), the famous New England 

clock manufacturer. Hey, everybody makes mistakes - and it's still a heck of a lot 
better than if the sitter had been a nobody! Also available is a 24 x35" oil on canvas of the Birthplace 
of Abraham Lincoln, Hardin Co. Kentucky. This well-executed, but 
naive rendition of the Lincoln cabin, circa 1860-80, is offered for 

$6,800. Also for sale Is a con
temporary painting on tin of the 
18th-century English politician 
John Wilkes. Wilkes was a friend 
of the American colonists and a 
champion of liberty. His name
sake, John Wilkes Booth, also 
made a name for himself. $5,000. 

~ = -~1·· Two additional e-Bay "reserves not mer -
~ A Bell-Everett rebus cover failed to sell with a min-
! imum bid of $400, and a gem ferrotype using the 

"a "Speed portrait" reached $360 - still resulting in 
L----..:=..--..a:i t~~---: ... ~ an "after-market'' sale to the high bidder. 
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In The Marketplace, cont. 
B utterf1elds - now an ·e-Bay Company." {an ,. - _~4

- -::- '--

issue in itself worthy of some coverage as _.,..._..,.,_,""-a:. ~ 
to confl/cts of interes~ - hosted a book and I · Z. • ·~ -!'1-~ ~~~ 

manuscript sale in September. An A.LS. by the ~-#(: ,.:,:.-.:• ~~ .;;:::;_; ~"' 
noted Lincoln sculptor Leonard W Volk. May 18 :r- - ~~ - . •~ _..., 
1865, in which the artist assists a writer in gaining L it_ ;..:: _:_,,-~- ,;- ...,--:.,.,.. 
access to "the Bush Photographs of Lincoln" real· - ,,. •-, • "' '"°L r. ? 

ized $635. A Holograph Manuscript Signed by F. P. I " , 
Jewett (son of John P. Jewett, the publisher of !JM1e 
Tom'~ entitled Uncle Tom's Gabin: A True 
History. By the Original Publisher, providing a defense agamst charges that the publish· 
er took advantage of the author and retained the lion's share of the profits for himself, 
came to the floor. The writer claims that he was "the only publisher In the country suffi
ciently in sympathy with the sentiments of the book to be willing to risk money and rep
utation by giving it publicity." In fact. due in part to intercession by Stowe's meddling sis· 
ter Catherine, Jewett lost money on the author's second book The Key to Uncle Tom's 
~- This 33-page manuscript of 1880 vintage failed to sell against an estimate of $7-
9,000. An Autograph Document Signed "Lewis & Lincoln", dated October 16, 1855, Is a 
legal brief prepared for the case of Messervey v. ~- a case which was settled a year 
later, resulting in a loss for Lincoln and his client. The question that comes to mind is 

~

Who is Solomon Lewis, Lincoln's partner?" Lewis is not one of Lincoln's established 
artners. Was their pairing a one-shot deal for this case only? Perhaps some of our legal 
cholars will enlighten. In any case, this motion was not "dismissed" lightly, selling for 
7,500 plus 15% buyer's premium. 

S peaking of Leonard Volk ... a magnifi
cent, signed portrait of the artist's 
son. Douglas (also a Lincoln artist) 

late-in-life surrounded by renditions of his 
favorite subject. was spotted in an auction 
by a "paysan" of ours. Both father and son 
apparently made "careers" by portraying 
Lincoln in marble and on canvas. A "pre
cision bid" captured this prize for under 
$200. As the saying goes, "find another!" 

E
ast Coast Books of Wells. Maine had several items 
that caught our attention in their October auction. 
This stylized 1930 original color drawing of Lincoln 

by A. B. Griffith failed to sell as did a rather esoteric Item -
a "Lincoln association" piece signed by Christopher Bush, 
Sr. ("his mark") as well as Elizabethtown. Kentucky pio
neers Sam Haycraft, Jr., James Miller and William 
Montgomery. To understand the Lincoln association, try to 
follow the following roadmap. Lincoln's father, Thomas, 
married Bush's daughter, Sarah Bush, who became 
Abraham Lincoln's stepmother. Thomas Lincoln also went 

'---'-'c-..--.:::c-.::::.;:...c..: _ _, on a flatboat trip to New Orleans ,n 1806 with Bush's son, 
Isaac. This document dating from 1811, signed by several people who knew or associ• 
ated with Thomas Lincoln, failed to come ashore against an aggressive estimate of 
S350-450. However, an Autograph Note Signed in pencil by Andrew Johnson "I regret 
that I cannot furnish you with the autograph of President Lincoln" - also signed in ink 
by Johnson on the backside, sold for an extremely reasonable $495. 

0 nly one opening bid at $250 (reserve not met): 
• Abraham Lincoln Family Portraits • 180fJ's. Two orig• 
inal oil paintings of Thomas Lincoln (1778-1851) and 

Sarah Bush Lincoln (1778-1869) - or - Lincoln's step-mother 
-<Jr-possibly Nancy Hanks Lincoln (1784-1818), Lincoln's birth 
mother. (Don't know tor sure.)" The seller further represents that 
• these two oil paintings were on display at the Lincoln S. & L. 
building, formerly in Sherman Oaks, ca. Due to the mismanage
ment of the institution by its CEO, Lincoln S. & L. failed and went 
bankrupt In the late 1980's. At some point thereafter. all items 
that were on display m the bank's branches, the buildings. and 
the lobby. were sold at auction. including these two oil pamt· 
ings... there is no documentation on these oil paintings. I 
acquired the paintings shortly after the Lincoln Savings auction 
in the 1980's, and have owned them ever since." Looks like that 
ownership will remain intact for a little longer! 

P residential Coin's October sale of the 
Richard Dusterburg Collection of Official 
Presidential Inaugural Medals and 
Memorabilia did not include any Lincoln 

inaugurals (they dido t have official Inaugural 
medals back thenl); however, we did spot some 
Interesting selections from 'the property of various 
owners.' A Lincoln woven ribbon. often described 
as an 1865 inaugural souvenir. was corree11y tagged 
by Joe as a product of the Chicago World's Fair of 
1893. Estimated at $200·400, it realized $385. A 

small bronze plaquette issued in 1929 
by the Chicago Coin Club to commem· 
orate the twentieth anniversary of the 
debut of the Lincoln cent (hey, talk 
about lame excuses to issue a col
lectible!) sold for $230. An 
1881 gold medal issued 
by the U.S. Mint hon· 
oring the martyr pres
idents Lincoln and 

Garfield, which originally sold for $9, made 
$990 at this late date. A large 

bronze medal issued after 
Lincoln's death to 

commemorate 
Chicago's North 
Western Sanitary 
Fair in 1865, made $605 for the 

relief effort. 
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P rofiles in History of Beverly Hills offers a half-dozen Lincoln documents in their 
latest fixed-price list. A complete archive relating to John Williams' arrest as a 
Confederate spy fn the early months of the war and his efforts to obtain a release 
on bond Is offered. The key component of the archive is an A.N.S. by Lincoln ask

ing the Secretary of State to see Mrs. Williams and consider her request to change the 
nature of the $10,000 bond posted for her husband's release. Nineteen other documents, 
including several signed by generals Dix and Scott, help shed light on the bureaucratic 
maneuverlngs Involved in the resolution of this case. ($15,000). In addition to being asked to intervene in cases of nation
al security. Lincoln occasionally wore the hat of "bill collector" (dunning agent), as evidenced in a Jetter written by him on 
December 31, 1861 demanding "the offices of the government to settle with and pay Mr. Penfield." Penfield was a contrac
tor who supplied arms and ordnance to an Illinois regiment raised by P. B. Foukes. While Lincoln as a lawyer was sensitive 
to the terms of a contract and the obligation to make payment once its conditions had been met, he was no doubt frustrat
ed with the reply of Secretary of War Stanton, who explained the requisition had been placed by the Improper authority and 
that the straightened circumstances of the national treasury precluded payment of requisitions not made through the prop
er channels We can Just imagine Old Abe exclaiming "I don't get no respect!" ($15,000) 

W 
es Cowan of Cincinnati, auctioneer and "TV personality" from the Antiques Road Show, liqui
dated the political torch and cane collection of affable Jim Gifford. There are two examples cat
aloged as "Lincoln; one of which we recently reported on selling in Massachusetts. The other 
one, a folk art example (we use that term loosely) may or may not be Lincoln. Still another lot. 
cataloged as Andrew Jackson, could just as well be Old Abe - "Beauty (and Identity!) is in the 
eye of the beholder." As to price, let's defer on that and leave the whole damn thing a mys
tery! And ... speaking of canes ... although Lincoln was not a cane devotee. that didn't stop 
admirers from using his image to decorate their own personal canes In fact all the Lincoln 
canes we have encountered seem to be custom, as opposed to mass-produced designs. The 
example offered by Tradewinds Antiques in September was no exception. The 34" cane with 
gold knob and brass ferrule incorporates a raised "penny profile" bust of Lincoln on the 
shaft, and is dated to the 1860s by the cataloger. Described as a "nice example of American 
political history," this hand-crafted "slice of Americana" sold for S335. 

,(J~ J, ,,., 

R obert Batchelder is offering an interesting A.D.S. from the firm of "Logan & rd,/?.~ r---·-1L ff. - 7 
Lincoln." Dating from the 1850s - the time of Lincoln's law partnership with LJ.fit! t>;:,vf,• -~ j dk.:,:::;-;;.. _ I 
Stephen T. Logan - ii constitutes a request for the clerk of the court to issue a i" 1 'I" . "I 
"capias," or writ, that will enable a court officer to take Into custody the named ~ ...... ,. • ,•.._/ '··-· 1 

defendant. All of the writing on this legal request Is In Lincoln's hand I Price: $6,500. f:.: .. -~'l ";.-~ :-;:;,:_ :~. 

-.. • .....r- ~-- /L ,.., /-,,; 

N ortheast Auctions, a Portsmouth, NH firm that specializes in multi-million dollar. sales of 
high-end antiques, sold a "rail splitter" item this November. The Item in question was a 
24 x 41" three-dimensional carved-wood diorama depicting "young Abe in Illinois near a 

log cabin.· The rock near the tree trunk is Incised "Abraham Lincoln - Rail Splitter." This undated 
piece found in a Rhode Island attic ,s our favorite folk art rendition of Lincoln. It sold for $3,700 
Including the buyer's premium. 

•u.-.,.~· ----
"==-=-H CA's September sale featured an 1862 A.LS. by Alexander Hamilton Ill, the great-grandson of our first Treasury Secretary. writ

ten to President Lincoln. requesting action on his application while recounting successful efforts at raising troops - "(the appli
cation J which you kindly referred to General McClellan, never having been acted upon by him [duh! J, I take the liberty of again 
tendering to your Excellency my services, with such rank, as you may see fit to grant me ... " (Unsold against an estimate of 

$500-700). Also: an 1864 Civil War letter describing how a soldier and his comrades destroyed a Copperhead press In Columbus, Ohio .• !'.:.!~~ 
In 1863 - • ... went down to the city and destroyed the Crisis pnnting office ... the street was covered a foot thick with books and papers 
all tom to pieces. Ere we had it cleaned out there were hundreds of citizens gathered around us, some policemen, and I presume some ----
r,ght smart butternuts, but they dare not resist. Had they resisted there would have been some of them sent to the place they deserve - ~ 

so much ... if they are going to allow such sheets as the Crisis to be c,rculated I don't want to be in the army any longer." ($460): and 
an anti-Lincoln handbill refering to one of the days of fasting and prayer ordered by the President with the verses spelling-out in acrostic form the name 
"Jefferson Davis" while proclaiming " .. do not, Oh Lord. let the enemy of our Liberty ABE attempt to hide himself under the veil of Virtue .. ." ($330). Clearly 
this poetic Copperhead invective was overlooked by the soldier in the previous offering who failed to obliterate it during his Columbus rampagel 
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"A capacity and taste for reading gives access 
to whatever has been discovered by others. " 

- Abraham Lincoln, speech in Milwaukee, 
September 30, 1859. 

The Nations First Look at the life of 
Lincoln: The Campaign Biographies of 1860 

Daniel Pearson 

[Note: This is the first half or a detailed examination or the cam
paign biographies of 1860. The second installment will appear in the 
next issue or The Rail Splitter.] 

After the congressional and state elections or 1858, the 
country knew that there were troubled days ahead. The 
Republican Party was gaining support in the North, and the 
Southern states were bolstering their resolve to protect their 
property rights in the ownership of slaves. The presidential elec
tion or 1860 loomed as a pivotal batUe upon which the fate or the 
nation was balanced. 

In 1859, author David Vandewater Golden Bartlett assem
bled a book containing biographical sketches of those leadiny 
politicians he deemed as potential presidential candidates. 
Careful not to draw sectional lines, Bartlett included men from 
both North and South. In all he presented sketches of 21 poten
tial candidates~very one that is, except the eventual winner of 
the election, Abraham Lincoln. 

At the time of his nomination as the Republican candidate 
on May 18, 1860, precious little was known about the tall Illinois 
politician. This was partially due to the fact that going into the 
convention. Lincoln was not the odds-on favorite to 
win the nomination. That position belonged to William 
H. Seward of New York. In fact, the pundits and pub
lishers of the day were so certain of the outcome or 
the convention, that campaign biographies of Seward 
were in the works long before the Republicans assem
bled in Chicago for the convention. Boston publisher 
Thayer & Eldridge was so far along in the creation of a 
life of Seward that it was not feasible to stop. Their 
biography or Seward was published despite the fact 
that he was not the presidential candldate.2 

brief two-and-one-half page autobiographical sketch for publica
tion. Fell sent the manuscript back to his home state of 
Pennsylvania, and to his friend Joseph J. Lewis, publisher of the 
Times. The article was picked up in the Chicago Press and 
Tribune on May 19, the day alter Lincoln's nomination, and was 
augmented with personal recollections and firsthand informa
tion provided by Press and Tribune editor John Locke Scripps. It 
was this article upon which the very earliest campaign biogra
phies were based. 

The publication of campaign lives of Abraham Lincoln also 
served a secondary purpose in addition to telling his life story 
and political ideals. As most biographies also contained a por
trait of Lincoln on the front wrapper, in the case or softbound 
publications, or as a frontispiece in hardbound editions, the 
books served as a method of giving citizens an idea of how 
Lincoln looked. The quality of the portraits ranged from crude 
woodcuts to fine steel engravings. For many Americans, this was 
the first glimpse of the Rail Splitter candidate. 

There were two types of campaign lives published in the 
months following the nomination: those bound in cloth, which 
were sturdier and more expensive, and editions bound in paper 
wrappers, which were considerably cheaper and not intended 
for preservation long after the election. Of course, the cloth
bound books withstood the years much better than their paper
bound counterparts. Even up to the beginning of the 20th-centu
ry, Lincoln collectors preferred the cloth books, and they con
sistently brought higher prices than the wrapper editions. 
Today. or course, the opposite is true. As a rule of U1umb, the 
paper editions are much scarcer and command a higher price. 

The first campaign life to appear was published by the New 
York firm of Rudd & Carleton.3 Published under the title "The 
Wigwam Edition" The Life Speeches and PubHc Services of 
Abram Lincoln, Together with a Sketch of the Life of Hannibal 
Hamlin Republican Candidates for the omces of President and 
Vice-President of the United States. the author remained anony-

mous. The book only appeared in wrappers and was 
rushed into publication. The author/editors were 
unsure about the spelling of Lincoln's given name. 
News reports of the convention and the related events 
that followed were conflicting; often the name 
appeared correctly as "Abraham," while at other times 
it appeared in the common abbreviated, yet incorrect, 
form of "Abram." Wanting to capitalize on the advan
tages offered by having the first life of Lincoln in print, 
Rudd & Carleton was forced to choose between the 
two names. They chose wrong. Thus the first book 
published about Abraham Lincoln has his first name 
spelled incorrectly throughout. 

Once Lincoln was nominated as the Republican 
candidate, the scramble was on for authors and pub
lishers to find facts concerning Lincoln's life story. Not 
only was it politically vital to put Lincoln's name before 
the electorate. but there was money to be made by the 
publishing houses in selling ever-popular campaign 
biographies. Several publishers went to work using the 
only biography of Lincoln they could find, that being an 
article that originally appeared in the February 11, 
1860, issue or the Chester County (Pennsylvania) Times. 

The Wigwam Edition, in its 
distinctive orange-colored 
wrappers. was the first 

published 1860 campaign 
I biography. (All illustrations 

courtesy of the 

Like other publishers to follow, Rudd & Carleton 
sought a wider dispersion of their book by utilizing the 
distribution network or regional publishers through
out the North. At least seven additional publishers dis
tributed the book. with their publisher's imprint 
added to the front wrapper, along with that of Rudd & 
Carleton. The Wigwam Edition was a huge seller, and 
has become a centerpiece of many Lincoln collections. 
Bound in very distinctive orange wrappers, it routine
ly sells in the $450-$550 range. 

Jesse W. Fell, a fellow Republican from Normal, 
Illinois, felt early on that Lincoln was presidential tim
ber. He convinced a reluctant Lincoln to compose a 

, Daniel Pears~ Collection). I 
Other publishers would distribute their campaign 
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lives through regional publishing houses, 
creating a myriad of variants for collec
tors to pursue. David V. W. Bartlett wrote 
a brief campaign life of Lincoln, the sec
ond to be published. Unlike The Wigwam 
Edition, Bartlett's book, The Life and 
Public Seryjces of Hon, Abraham Lincoln. 
did not contain a sketch of the life of 
Hannibal Hamlin, Lincoln's vice-presiden
tial running mate. Thus It holds the honor 
of being the first book devoted exclusive
ly to the life of Lincoln. The wrapper edi
tion, consisting of 150 pages, was simul
taneously released by the New York Cirms 
of H. Dayton and Derby & Jackson.4 

Until the year 2000, no other variant 
of the wrapper edition was known to 
exist. However, in May of this year the 
author purchased on the Internet auction 
site eBay a copy of the Bartlett 
biography in wrappers which 
bears the imprint of the 
Pittsburgh firm of Hunt & Miner. 
This is the only known copy of 
this book carrying an imprint 
other than H. Dayton or Derby 
& Jackson. An illustration of the 
top wrapper of this book is here 
published for the first lime. 

Lincoln's early days as a surveyor in New 
Salem, and his failure to pay a loan that 
resulted in the sale of his horse and sur
veying equipment. While such an inci
dent may seem insignificant from a 20th
century perspective, Republican officials 
in 1860 thought that Lincoln's default on 
a debt might not play well with the vot
ers. The author of The Wigwam Edition 
only mentioned the incident in passing, 
while Bartlett reported it in full. As a 
result, pressure was brought lo bear 
upon the publishers of Bartlett's life of 
Lincoln to excise the passage from the 
book. This was no small expense, as new 
stereotype plates needed to be made. 
However. the publishers relented and the 
reference to the sheriff's sale was 
removed. In fact, the entire first chapter 

of the book, covering Lincoln's 
early life. was rewritten. The 
llrst edition featured a rather in
depth examination of the back
ground of the Black Hawk War 
and Lincoln's participation in it 
as a captain of his company. 
The revised text concentrated 
less upon the war and more 
upon Lincoln's early years. 

An expanded clothbound 
edition of Bartlett's biography 
was also issued. The lirst chap
ters, containing the sketch of 
Lincoln's life, utilize the same 
plates as the wrapper edition. 
An additional 154 pages were 
added consisting of extracts 
from Lincoln's speeches and a 
brief sketch of the Ille or 
Hannibal Hamlin. In addition to 
H. Dayton and Derby & 
Jackson, at least four other 
Northern publishers distrib
uted the clothbound book. 

I 
David W. Bartlett's biography 
In wrappers was published 
simultaneously by the New 
York firms of H. Dayton and 

In June of 1860, John 
Locke Scripps traveled to 
Springfield to gather informa
tion for his own biography of 
the Republican nominee. 
Realizing the inadequacy of his 
own Press and Tribune article, 
he goaded Lincoln into com
posing an expanded autobiog
raphy, containing more details 
than the Fell piece written six 
months earlier. The result was 
a sixteen-page manuscript 
written in the third person. 
Lincoln retained the original, 

Derby & Jackson. A newly 

I discovered variant bears the I 
imprint of Prttsburgh pub

lisher Hunt & Miner. 

The unexpected nomination of 
Lincoln for president, and the hurried 
nature of the preparation of the campaign 
biographies that followed, combined to 
create a series of errors that were written 
into some of the works, which would 
result in recurring problems for 
Republican officials and the publishers. 
The first such example surfaced in the 
Bartlett biography and resulted in a 
rewriting ol some of the narrative not 
long after the book hit the streets. 

One story that Scripps had added to 
the Lincoln sketch in the Chicago Press 
and Tribune of May 19, 1860, was of 

and his secretary, John G. Nicolay, made 
several copies to be used by a number of 
different biographers. David Bartlett made 
use of this new autobiography when he 
rewrote the first chapter of his book.5 

The corrected edition of Bartlett's 
biography was released in both the wrap
per and cloth versions. The publishers 
used the opportunity of casting new 
stereotype plates to add a table of con
tents to the book. They also deleted a 
one-page preface signed by Bartlett, 
dated June I, 1860. The revised editions 
are easily distinguished from the first edi
tions by the presence of the words 
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"Authorized Edition" at the top of the title 
page. The tenn "authorized edition" is a 
misnomer, as Lincoln had no part in the 
issuance of the book, nor did he autho
rize its publication. The use of the term 
"authorized" in referencing Lincoln cam
paign biographies would come back to 
haunt yet another publisher. 

The wrapper edition of Bartlett's 
book was published in a variety or colors 
ranging from blue to tan to brown. The 
cloth edition was likewise bound in a 
rainbow of colors. The first edition with 
the uncorrected text and the dated pref
ace is rather scarce, particularly in the 
wrapper edition. A copy in cloth general
ly sells In the $J 25 to $175 range; in wra1>
pers, $350 to $550. The "Authorized 
Edition," in cloth can be had for a more 
reasonable price of $50 to $100; in wrap
pers, $175 to $275. As with all books, the 
better the condition the higher the value. 

Boston publisher Thayer & Eldridge 
issued the third campaign life of Lincoln. 
The Life and Public Services of Hon, 
Abraham Lincoln, of llHnojs, and Hon, 
Hannibal Hamlin, of Maine. thought to be 
ghostwritten by Richard Josiah Hinton, 
was published in distinctive pea-green 
paper wrappers. Hinton utilized the Press 
and Tribune article, but also drew heav116 from The Lincoln-Douglas Debates. 
From the former he too picked up on the 
story of the sheriff's sale, which 
Republican leaders found objectionable. 
From the latter source, Hinton made an 
even more egregious error. In the first 
1858 Senatorial debate held at Ottawa, 
Illinois, Stephen Douglas read a series of 
radical resolutions that he alleged were 
passed at the Republican State 
Convention held in Springfield in 1854-a 
convention in which Lincoln participat
ed. Lincoln refuted the assertion, proving 
that the resolutions came out of a local 
meeting in Kane County. However, the 
issue refused to die and dogged Lincoln 
throughout the other six debates. 

In using the printed version of the 
~ as a source, Hinton reprinted the 
resolutions, repeating Douglas' claim that 
they were passed at the 1854 Springfield 
convention. ff Lincoln's Republican han
dlers found the sheriff's sale story inap
propriate, the Kane County resolutions 
were political dynamite. Taken as truth, 
they would portray Lincoln as a political 
extremist. Once again, pressure was put 
on the publisher to correct the errors. 
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While they did produce a new edition of the campaign biog
raphy, Thayer & Eldridge either did not have the time, or the 
desire, to undertake an extensive rewrite. Rather, they reduced 
the sketch of Lincoln's life to a scant eight pages and filled the 
rest of the book with excerpts from Lincoln's speeches and 
addresses. Ernest Wessen appropriately referred to this revised 
printing as the wsecond emasculated edition." 

While the wrappers are identical, a first edition can be easi
ly distinguished from a second by noting the placement of the 
page numbers. In the first edition, the page numbers are placed 
in the top corners of each page (in the left corner on left-hand 
pages and right corner on right-hand pages). In the second edi
tion, the page numbers are centered over the text on each page. 
While Wessen concluded that the second edition is somewhat 
scarcer than the first. I have seen little proof to support this 

statement.7 In my experience, both 
editions are equally difficult to find. 

llllt AJIIW1.Ut muu The value of a Thayer & Eldridge 
ranges from $300 to S500. 0 II LlMOIL 

I Both the first and second 
·emasculated" editions of 
Thayer & Eldridge's ~ I 1 Lite and Public Services ... 

are bound in the same pea
green colored wrappers. 

~-----] 

Thayer & Eldridge also produced 
a cloth edition based upon the wrap
per publication. Marketed as the Wide 
Awoke Edition. The Life and Public 
Services of Hon. Abraham Lincoln or 
Illinois and Hon. Hannibal Hamlin or 
M.ain.e, the first 128 pages are identical 
to the first edition of the Thayer & 
Eldridge publication in wrappers, 
including all of the material the 
Republicans round objectionable. An 
additional 200 pages of Lincoln's 
speeches and addresses added bulk 
to the book. Apparently, a duplicate 
set of stereotype plates were made at 
the time the plates were cast for the 
wrapper edition, intended for use in 
the cloth edition. One can assume that 

production was so far along that It 
was not feasible, logistically or finan
cially, to reissue a corrected (emas
culated) cloth edition. Bound in a 
variety of colors. there are two sepa
rate binding variants. 

The Wide Awake Edition has the 
added distinction of having what 
many regard as the finest steel 
engraving of Lincoln to appear in an 
1860 campaign biography. The 
engraving by J.C. Buttre of New York 
was based on Mathew Brady's 

I - 7 
The Wide Awake Edition, pub-

"Cooper Union" photograph taken 
on the morning of February 27, 1860 
(0-17). Another Buttre engraving, of 
Hannibal Hamlin, appears just 
before the section of the book con-

I 
bshed by Thayer & Eldridge, 
contains an excellent steel 

engraving of Lincoln executed 
by J.C. Buttre as a 

I frontispiece. 
----l __ 

taining a sketch of the vice-presiden
tial candidate's life. Curiously, the 
publishers also printed a crude 
woodcut portrait of Hamlin that 
appeared in the wrapper edition. 
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Thus the book has one illustration of Lincoln and two of Hamlin.8 
For whatever reason. the Wide Awake Edition did not 

receive a wide circulation. As a result, I believe it to be nearly as 
scarce as the wrapper edition. In any event, it is more difficult to 
find than the clothbound campaign biographies by Bartlett, 
Barrett, or Howells. While copies in good condition sell for 
between $150 and $250, it is my opinion that they are underval
ued at this price. 

In the second half of our examination of the campaign biogra
phies we will take a look at works written by William Deal Howells, 
Joseph Barrett, and John L. Scripps and the exceedingly rare titles 
by Reuben Vose, James Quay Howard, and Ichabod Codding. .,....., 

1 David w. Bartlett. ~ential Candidates: 
Containing Sketches. BioacaQhIcal. Personal 
and Polrt1ca1. of the Promlnem candidates for 
the Presidency In 1860. (New York: A.B. 
Burdick Publisher 1859). 
2 The Ute of Wllham H. Seward, lnctudjng His 
Most Famous Speeches. (Boston: Thayer & 
Eldridge, 1860). 
3. The priority of publication, and some variant 
imprint information was taken from Ernest 
James Wessen. "Campaign Lives of Abraham 
Lincoln 1860" In Papers in Illinois History and 
Jransacuons for the Year 1937 (Springfield: 
Illinois State Historical Society, 1938) 188-
220. The paper also appeared as a separate 
pamphlet in a l1mlted editJon or 50 copies 
(M3599), itseH a rarity. Written before the 
release of the Robert Todd Lincoln Papers In the 
Llbra,y of Congress, Wessen's work Is some
what Incomplete and several assumptions are 
incorrect. The present author is worltillQ on an 
update and revision of this seminal study. 
4. II was H. Dayton who applied for copyright. 
5. The Easton Press produced the entire six
teen-page Lincoln autobiography in facsimile 
as part of their "Treasures of the Libra,y of 
Congress" series In 1994. The Individual 
pages are gathered in a watered silk chemise 
enclosed within a blue leather clamshell case. 
6. Political Debates Between Hon. Abraham 
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Lincoln and Stephen A. Douglas In the Celebrated Campaign of 1858 la Illinois. 
(Columbus: Follett, Foster & Company, 1860). 
7. Wessen. •campaign Uves of Abraham Lincoln 1860" 197. 
8. J.C Buttre would later publish a composite campaign biography featuring steel 
engravings of all of the major presidential and vice presidential candidates .Po!1rai1s 
and Sketches of the Lives of AU the Candidates for lbe Presidency and Yice-oresiden
cy, tor J 860. Comprising Eight Portraits on Steel, Facts in the Life of Each, the Four 
Platforms, the Cincinnati Platform, and the Constitution ... (New York, 1860). 

Wanted: Articles, photographs, features, 
letters ... in short, contributions of mate• 
rial for The Rail Splitter. This is a mem• 
ber-driven publication. Please consider 
writing a short piece or sending us a 
photograph with details on a recent 
find. We need your help to keep this 
journal informative and interesting! 
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Rail Splinters 
~ The 4 x 10" woven silk 

• - ribbon pictured here is 
a rare souvenir from the Philadelphia 
Sanitary Fair of 1864. The top portion 
depicts Washington within a purple 
wreath. A scroll, superimposed over a 
sword and anchor, is inscribed "G. 
Washington Liberty Prosperity- 1776." 
The lower portion, composed of three 
red, white, and blue strips, is imprinted 
in gold "Committee on Relics, 
Curiosities and Autographs June 1864." 
The Sanitary Fairs were fund-raising 
events that took place in numerous 
cities from 1863-5 - the largest hosted 
in Chicago and Philadelphia. Money 
raised was ear-marked for military hos
pitals, recreation facilities (compara
ble to the U.S.O. of WWII), and aid to 
widows and war-orphans. Some of the 
ephemera and memorabilia associated 
with these fairs include: postage stamps (something akin to 
Easter Seals), covers, medals, contribution receipts and certifi
cates, and souvenir ribbons. The Committee referred to on this 
particular ribbon was in charge of efforts to collect noteworthy 
items to be auctioned oH. Items collected might consist of relics 
of famous historical buildings or vessels. or locks of hair of 
revered historical figures. One sought-after category was auto
graphs. Albums containing an assortment of autographs of 
prominent Americans were a staple, particularly examples from 
the Founding Fathers. The Committee is known to have written 
to President Lincoln soliciting his autograph to be sold for the 
benefit of the soldiers. Lincoln always complied with such 
requests - the resulting letters appearing at auction from time to 
time. A "star attraction" with the President's signature is the 
"Boker" copy of the Emancipation Proclamation. This is the first 
official printing of the Proclamation, and several copies were 
signed by the President and consigned to the Sanitary Fair for 
auction. We choose to believe that the original owner of this rib
bon most likely handled many such Lincoln mementos! 

~ We normally wouldn't expect to find anything Lincoln-
• related in the business section of the New York Times; 

however, a recent issue (9/3/00) did contain Just that. The story 
describes the current business activities of the G. H. Bent 
Company, founded in 1801, famed as a supplier of hardtack for 
the Union Army during the Civil War. They stopped making the 
war staple around the turn of the century, but a demand from 
Civil War reenactors precipitated a production start-up. Sales 
this year totaled 4,000 boxes at $8 each. According to James 
Pierotti, owner of the Milton, Massachusetts-based bakery, the 
historically correct way to consume hardtack is "Fried in pork lat 
and dipped in coffee." 
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r -
~ Quite a few American AMERICAN CLIPPER 
~ presidents were coUec- ~ea...._°'..__ 
tors. Even William Jefferson Clinton is --.. ...,. u..n,y_..,,._ 
well-known for his collection of pres!- AlJGU:s1·. 1030 

dential campaign memorabilia - a w~~~&--:i; 
hobby he began long before his first t::l °'"'",._om... 

,.........a..,..,,,.Ac,c:eptt-. 
race for public office. Perhaps the -• A • ..,,__ 
most notable President-collector was (;\."'~ ~,-;;f_,, I 
Franklin D. Roosevelt. He not only col- ~ 11. o. _, Bl, a-.a .,., I 
lected stamps, but books, autographs, i:... 011 .. _,.._ 
and naval artifacts. We publish here a • fj 
wonderful discovery that speaks to all I '7. ---a_g, t,.,,JJ,, 
that - a catalog discovered among the n A. ·""" I 
recently found papers of Grace TuJly. rj: TL 
Ms. Tully served as FDR's private sec- I • • I 
retary following Missy LeHand's retire- I 
ment. This piece is a 1936 autograph !~~~~ 
dealer's catalog given to FDR by anoth- ~~=fu~~,m ~~~ 
er White House secretary, GraceTully's ~!:re~~•~~> ~1.:;:-ii nKl!'I' 

sister, Paula Tully Larrabee. Ironically, ! TB£ .llEIICAII AllrOCWII sao, 
this catalog included for sale a signed -1oA • ...,._ ........ u.... 
copy of FDR's Acceptance Speech from - a:r.nra nman.,.,... 

that very same year! Also available --
was an 1864 Autograph Letter Signed by Lincoln authorizing a 
credit to a Philadelphia locality against their 1864 draft quota, 
listed for $175; four pieces of Lincoln memorial sheet music at 
$IO each, and an 1865 broadside. from the last dark days of the 
War, signed in type by Robert E. Lee, offering freedom for slaves 
(and compensation to their owners) for those willing to fight in 
the Confederate Army, $59. FDR didn't circle anything, so we 
assume he wasn't in a spending mood! 

--~ .,._.,,u,r.mc. 1 
--- a-lM. /-,;, ~,I ... .,! 

~ In the last Rail Splitter, we 
~ detailed evidence that , -·~ ,t....:..••~ !,,,,.. .. , ...... ...,,.,_ 
paints New York publisher, Horace ,..c_-r;,-:-_· •--., ,., .. 

Greeley, as a reluctant supporter of the ·~·,;;i ,:•--- " '> 
Lincoln Administration - despite his 'l • ;i..,- •• , - ~-- '>-

h-• ll- ••---<i(,. ~•...,.---.-:: 

often being accused of harboring I '·l-•.,,,L " •• ~y/· ._."ii.::: ,,/' 
'6 • ., r(',,-,i"J'-,7 ,../'"'p••,,..,1 
Copperhead sympathies. Greeley .,-,.-r~ ,;, r-,•·-:·-t 

(1811-1872) established the New York . ~-~.,-:.;;_ ·:.;,·;;:::•::;;;: 
Tribune in 1841 which came to exempli- •;:;_>-;;._··.-.;,/~ ~;; .. -::. 
fy the highest standards of journalism. A 1 ·;~ ,.-.:,.,~ 'h~. , •• ·~ 

. ,_, ..... ,•-••,( ... .,. ,,. ! ...... 

reformer. he opposed slavery, support- ,,.. 'r ., ., •• , • .-:<.-,4._ 
ed free homesteading advocated the r,.. ~-" ..-.,.✓-. ,.. __ ~ , I/~._,, ... ,....},-....-~ 
organization of labor and, following the "'===::;:::::i 
Civil War, favored total amnesty for for- f..'-;..;. ;!•·.: :::.~: :.;_ 
mer rebels. In 1872, he opposed and was '• ""• •· • ,,, ~' I/< 7-~~ 

~ l4 ~, e:,...- .. /" • .;,""'~ 
defeated by Grant for the presidency. - v•~ / ..:...e::; ,t. 
T 863 d 

I 
,!L,:;/"-r.,.'~_, ............ , 

he 1 letter quote here, a recent , s ...:.~ _.,.A. -:~--~--~e..., 
discovery, adds some additional insight 1,.....---::_/;::::, •: •. ~t:;.~,. J-• 
on the "Sage of Chappaqua" (no we -•, •· """., .... , ... 

' • _-'t, V •• • ,; -~?>-•;;.. 
don't mean Hillary!) and his view of .c.; 
Lincoln and the War. It comes in the , .;- :;, ·:..-;:;;,.:-,.,';..";.-:--· 
form of an Autograph Letter Signed ·: ' 4;;~::z:.;;-;:.:..:: \ 
"H.G.," on ruled Office of the Tribune let- •;-,~· "'le"'•,,_. ,2..·· 3 

... _. .. g- ,-,_.;1,- .. .......,. 

terhead written to fellow publisher l,_,,_ •'~ < 
- r ;.-

Samuel Wilkeson, of Pennsylvania: L_ ,., 
Sam, Sorry you are disappoint-

ed about your money. but these are not J 
continued, next page 
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times for running in debt. The Tribune is doing belier than could be 
originally hoped; but if you and the apostles of inflation get control 
of the Government our very success will be our ruin, as the dollars 
we are now receiving will not pay for the while paper we are 
promising therefore to our subscribers. ff you can't be converted 
from the inflation faith, I'll disown you. l have written a leader on 
the above for tomorrow which I hope will help turn out the cabinet. 
At all events, l mean it. Old Abes message which you so contra• 
dictori/y abused is the best thing he has done in a year. I wish he 
would send in another such every day. I hope we 'II see some action 
if we don't fight and run• and there ought to be. Europe won't wait 
a year longer for us to make Generals. Yours, H. G. 

~ Countless books continue to be written on tlle 
~ Lincoln assassination. Some are worthy entries into 
the "Lincoln bibliography" whlle others fall short. One effort -
not exactly a scholarly contribution - recently came across our 
desk. Discovered by Rail Splitter Editor Martin Carlino. it Is enti
tled The Curse of Cain The Untold Story of John Wilkes Booth. It 
was written and self-published in 1997 by Theodore .I. 
Nottingham. Mr. Nottingham makes the claim of being a descen
dent of John Wilkes Booth (a great-grandson thrice removed -
whatever that means!) and puts forward the claim that the man 
killed in Garrett's barn was not his ancestor. According to 
Nottingham, Booth escaped - eventually living in Asia, commit
ting suicide in his advanced years. Mr. Nottingham has authored 
The Fina) Prophet: Book One of the Messiah Chronicles as well as 
a "number of screenplays." If you are into new age spirituality 
and conspiracy theories. perhaps this tome is for you. It can be 
purchased directly trom the author at half the cover price, or 
$6.95. Obviously, profiting from Lincoln-related hoaxes continues 
to be a thriving business. 

~ Thanks to Editor Tim Bakken of Southern Cross 
Books, we are able to picture here the scarce signa

ture of Col. Geza Mihalotzy, commander of the only military unit 
~~-~~~~-~-~~~ of the Civil War specifical-

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 ly named for Abraham 
or tho purpo,co ,mt<!tl. , .......____ Lincoln - with Lincoln's 
__ ,;::-~~ ' expressed permission. A 
~~~-~ ~~~~- native of Hungary and a 

tf con,""'•di•!l• compatriot of revolution-
.__...._ ___________ _, ary Louis Kossuth, 

Mihalotzy fled to America 
following their unsuccessful 1848 uprising. He settled in Chicago. 
During the secession crisis, he began organizing a militia com
pany, and on February 4, 1861 wrote President-elect Lincoln 
seeking permissjon to "entitle ourselves 'Lincoln Riflemen' of 
Slavonic Origin." Lincoln replied, in an undated endorsement at 
the bottom of Mihalotzy's Jetter, that "I cheerfully grant lhe 
request above made'' (the original manuscript is now owned by 
the Chicago Historical Society). Popularly and more simply 
known as the "Lincoln rifles", Mihalotzy's company was included 
in the very first call-up of Illinois troops for the Civil War, made 
by Governor Yates on April 16, 1861 "to protect and defend the 
State against threatened rebellion." Discharged two weeks later, 
Mihalotzy's company subsequently joined with Chicago's Union 
Cadets to form the 24th Illinois Volunteer infantry, which was 
mustered into federal service in July 1861 by Capt. Thomas G. 
Pitcher Oater a Union general and, coincidentally, a son of one of 
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the first lawyers 
Lincoln ever knew, 
Judge John Pitcher 
of Rockport, IN). 
First led by Col. 
Frederick Hecker, 

I l l . .., 

Mihalotzy became Colonel of the regiment in 
December 1861 when Hecker resigned and led 
it most of its fighting life in Kentucky and 
Tennessee. The 24th and its constituent 
"Lincoln rifles" counted Perryville, Stone's River, 
Hoover's Gap, Chickamauga, Chattanooga, and 
Missionary Ridge among their battles. On 
February 24, 1864, following a "sharp little 
engagement" near Dalton, Georgia (during lhe 
very start of Gen. W. T. Sherman's drive on 
Atlanta) the 24th moved as an outpost into 
Buzzard Roost Gap. About midnight, Col. 
Mihalotzy went to the front to inspect his line, only to be shot in the 
right side by a Rebel picket. He died of his wow1d at Chattanooga 
on March 1 lth and was buried there in the National Cemetery. 

~ Strange Bedfellows. Grant, Sherman and Edwin 
~ Booth sharing Lhe same bed? Well, not at the same 
time. In a recent trip to The Mark Twain House In Hartford, 
Connecticut, Marty Carlino learned that Mark Twain was a social 
butterfly who hosted counlless dinner parties - usually three 
each week - often providing accommodations for overnight 
guests. The Twains offered visitors a magnificent guest bedroom 
with a private bath along with "modem conveniences" (hot run
ning water!). Twain's home was a must-stop when passing 
through Hartford - a plethora of luminaries from the Civil War 
made such calls. One frequent guest of particular interest was 
Edwin Booth. Twain, an avid theatergoer, became friends with 
Booth through their mutual friend and actor, Lawrence Barrett 
(1838-1891). Twain, who considered Edwin Booth one of the 
country's greatest actors, personally encouraged his return to 
the stage In the mid-I870s following his self-imposed hiatus in 
the wake of the assassination. Another Twain "regular," less sym
pathetic to the actor, was William T. Sherman, who believed in 
"guilt by blood." Sherman Informed Twain to "never invite me to 
your home when you have Booth here.~ Should you be interest
ed in learning more Samuel Clemens history and lore, you can 
contact the Mark Twain House Visitors Center at 860/493-6411. 
As an added bonus, visit the home of Twain's lamous neighbor 
just across the way - The Harriet Beecher Stowe House and 
Library. Some real gems in New England. One further note from 
Marty regarding his visit: "After learning the names of Twain's 
dogs ('I Know,' 'You Know,' and 'Don't Know') my son fell to the 
ground with laughter. The tour guide thought it best to not detail 
the names of Twain's twelve cats!" 

~ Chuck Hand, Lincoln book-dealer par-excellance, 
~ sent in news of a recent opening he attended with 
Dan Pearson. On July 22, 2000, former Illinois Governor Jim 
Edgar and Charleston Mayor Roscoe Cougill cut the ribbon offi
cially opening the Lincoln-Douglas Debate Museum at 
Charleston, IJlinois. The Museum, located a few hundred feet 
from the original debate site, will become the center for the dis
semination of historical information regarding the debate as well 
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The new Lincoln-Douglas Debate Museum; Dan Pearson in front of the 
Thomas Lincoln Home - both sites in the Charleston area. 

as about Charleston and Coles County. The Museum houses a vari
ety of displays including The Debate "Gallery," focusing on all 
seven debates with a special emphasis on the Charleston contest. 
The Coles County "Gallery" shows the role that Lincoln played in 
Charleston and Coles County, his friends, family, and foes. A small 
auditorium and a children's Discovery Area are also in the making. 
The Museum plans to host special exhibits and display artifacts on 
loan from various Lincoln collections. Decatur sculptor John 
McClarey has been selected to create life-size bronze sculptures of 
Lincoln and Douglas debating in Charleston. Much of the material 
and labor for the 1,200-plus square foot museum was donated by 
local residents and businesses. Local and state grants as well as 
Lhe ntinois Heritage tourism program called "Looking For Lincoln" 
assisted with the financing. Also attending the ribbon cutting cere
mony were Lincoln authors Michael Burlingame and Wayne 
Temple, and Lincoln impersonator Mac McClearen. 

~ We don't want to "rain on your parade," but every time 
~ you see an old photo with guys wearing slickers and 

glazed caps, don't asswne they are 
"Wide Awake" marchers. Such articles 
of clothing were quite fashionable 
among tradesmen and students from 
the 1850s well through the 1860s. While 
this image was represented in an auc
tion as a portrait of two Wide Awakes in 
their unifom1s. we would feel more con
fident if they were displaying some 

'to campaign paraphamalia ... torches, etc. ~a· Still, a lovely, period ambrotype - asso
\.< , ·,1; ciation, who can say? 
,.;-~...JI 

Abraham Lincoln Book Shop, Inc. 
Since 1938, Specialists In 

f5 Lincolniana and The Civil War 

f5 U.S. Presidents 

f5 U.S. Military History and 
U.S. Political History 

fS Books (new, out-of-print, rare) 

fS Autographs, Manuscripts, 
Documents 

f5 Photographs, Prints, Paintings, 
Sculpture, Campaign Items 

Visit Our Web Site: 
<www.ALincolnBookShop.com> 

Featuring 
The &sential Lincoln Book She~{. 

We Seek These Titles ... Please Quote. 
and 

A Sampling of our inventory and 
online ordering. 

Ask About: 
An Albumen Photograph of Abraham 

Lincoln by Alexander Gardner in 
1863, produced directly from the 
original wet-plate glass negative. 

We Constandy Seek: 
Quality Items 

for Purchase or Consignment. 
Please fax or send copies and brief 

descriptions. 

Catalogs A vailable--lnquiries Invited 

N~ 

ABaARAM LINCOLN 
BO•K s•oP, INC. 
357 West Chicago Avenue • Chlcaao, llUJ>ols 60610 
312.944,3085 • fax 312.944.5549 

.If It's On Our Shelves .. .It's History! 
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LETTERS 
i~EDITOR 

Dear Rail Splitter: 

Since I collect tickets of admission to national political con
ventions, I was very interested in your recent article about lhe 
undated "Delegate Ticket- to the "National Democratic 

Convention" in 
Baltimore. However. I 
have to take exception to 
your statement that ll is 
the second oldest con
vention ticket known. 
even if it does date to 
1860. It is at least the 
third oldest. I know this 
to be true because my 
collection includes a 
"Complimentary Ticket" 

to the "Whig National Convention of 1852." The convention was 
held at the Maryland Institute Hall in June that year. Winfield 
Scott was nominated on the fifty-third ballot. 

J always enjoy reading The Rail Splitter. I just wish you'd 
publish more frequently; I'd like it to be a weekly. 

George Sullivan 
New York, NY 

+ 
Dear Rail Splitter: 

In your last issue, you depicted an albumen photograph that 
sold on eBay, misidentified as "Lincoln's funeral in New York." 
Your conclusion that the event depicted is Grant's funeral in 
Albany Is confirmed by the stereoview from my collection with 

inscription on verso "Grant's funeral cortege Albany, NY." The pho
tographer is A. Veeder, and the view was taken along State Street. 

Mike Griffith 
Lilburn. GA 

+ 

Dear Rail Splitter: 

I am a collector of memorabilia associ
ated with General Alphas Williams from 
Detroit, Michigan and the Monitor and the 
Merrimack Hampton Roads sea battle. I 
also collect scrimshaw. 

I have enclosed a photo of a piece of 
period scrimshaw that I have recently 
obtained that might be of interest to your 
readers. One side of this sperm whale 
tooth has a likeness of President Lincoln 
while the other side depicts General Grant 
on a plinth in military dress. It is not for 
sale - it is part of my collection. I am not familiar with any other 
period scrimshaw that depicts Lincoln. 

Gregory Alan Zemenick. M.D. 
Troy, Michigan 

[Editor: We are glad to share this Item with our readers, but must 
confess we have no expertise in this area of collecting. Perhaps 
25-30 years ago, Sotheby Parke-Bernet sold two polychromed 
teeth: one had portraits of Lincoln and Hamlin (based on the 
Reese lithograph published in 1860), the other with a standing 
portrait of Lincoln splitting rails (based on the Healy painting in 
the Chicago Historical Society). The cataloger for that sale omit
ted dates of manufacture, a strong indication that they were not 
period. Historical depictions on scrimshaw are rare. Sailors on 
long voyages were not always up on their current events, with 
the result that decorations employed on scrimshaw generally 
were of a non-topical nature.] 

+ 
Dear Rail Splitter, 

I receive a number of catalogs and sales lists that offer "eyewit
ness" letters from the collection of John Boos. Most of these let
ters detail personal reminiscences of people who saw or met 
Lincoln. Can you tell me anything about John Boos and when 
this collection was first disbursed? Thank you. 

Efrem Cray 
Belmont, CA 

[Editor: John Boos of Albany, New York, collecled Lincolniana 
during the first half of the twentieth century. His initial project 
was to track down anyone still living who had ever seen or had 
contact with Lincoln. He asked them to write a detailed account 
of their recollections. Most of these letters offered but cursory 
insight - numerous accounts from aged Civil War veterans who 
remembered seeing Lincoln "review the troops." A few, howev
er, were from individuals with wonderful anecdotes not general
ly known. Boos' later correspondence reflects the ending of the 
era ... MGrandpa sends his regards but now, in his 94th year, is 
unable to write himself." By the mid-l930s, early 1940s, his first
hand accounts died off with the passing of the last veterans. At 
about this time, Boos immersed himself in a corollary project -
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from the 1930s through the mid-1950s, he sent printed copies of 
the Gettysburg Address to prominent citizens from all walks of 
life and solicited their autograph and comments on Lincoln and 
the Address. Boos' collection of thousands and thousands of let
ters was kept intact until 1985. Housed in thirty bound scrap
books - several focused on specific topics such as Grace Bedell, 
the Lincoln Memorial, Ann Rutledge, John Brown, Harriet 
Beecher Stowe - the entire archive sold as one lot in the Leslie 
Hindman auction of The King V. Hostick Collection, April 20, 
1985. The collection was put up with an estimate of only $100-
200, and sold for $4,500. We assume the albums were soon there
after broken-up - several autograph and ephemera dealers 
ended up with large portions of the coUection.) 

+ 
Dear Rail Splitter. 

In answer to a minor question in 
your Summer 2000 issue, I have 
enclosed photocopies of two pages 

John Paul Jones' casket arriving at Annapolis Roads, July 23, 1905 and the 
corpse, or "John Paul Jones 'High and Dry,"' April, 1905. 

from Mame and Marion Warren's book Everybody Works But 
John Paul Jones: A Portrait of the U.S. Naval Academy 1845-1915 
which is composed of reproductions of photos and period news
paper articles. One photo shows that the body believed to be 
that of John Paul Jones buried at the Naval Academy does indeed 
have a head. The other reproduces a poem from the tlme raising 
the nagging question as to whether this was the right body. 

James R. Bierer 
Fallston, MD 

+ 
Dear Rail Splitte,~ 

t am trying to ascertain if Lt. William H. Milstead of the 26th NY 
Volunteers was in attendance at Ford's Theatre when Lincoln 
was shot. He was working for the Adjutant General's Office in 
Washington at the time of the assassination. Timothy Good's 
book We Saw Lincoln Shot details how many soldiers were in the 
audience. James Mills. a clerk for the Adjutant General was pre
sent; however, Milstead isn't mentioned. II any members can 
help, I'd appreciate it. 

Bruce J. Hilburn 
Collierville, TN 

r71S I li\lR \X'i\S lJNl~lll Y. 

f71S I 11:i\RT \\'.11\S 1\l.\\'.11\YS l'llRI:. 

The N orthem Indiana Center for History 

presents Picturing Lincoln: The Changing 

Image of America's 16th President. Come 

journey through his life. And form your 

own picture. 

• The Gettysburg Address, in Lincoln's own hand

writing, on loan from the Illinois State Historical 

Library October 13 - November 12, 2000 

• The Emancipation Proclamation, 

signed by Lincoln, on loan 

from The Lincoln Museum 

January 14 - January 28, 2001 

• Over 100 print images 

of Lincoln from the 

Jack L. Smith Collection 

• Personal belongings 

of Mary Todd and 

Abraham Lincoln 

• Notre Dame: Tile Early 

Years in the adjoining 

Ernestine M. Radin Gallery 

of Notre Dame History 
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~notber ~reat jf tnb! 
found one thing lacking; namely, 
antiques. In spite of this "minor" short-W e've all been to antique malls and 

,,w.r.ti.·n.~,.,,ft~ coming, we persevere in the forlorn is•.I! .,.,. -=- -v.,;r {l;J-. 

~ 1/- • ~ ¾ hope of finding a ~diamond in the 
• .,-<. ":I ' ., 1 ":i;- rough" - some treasure lodged between the 

• ..,.. ~ 1 ' • / ..._::___ Cabbage Patch dolls and TV. Guides. Rail 

( ~- ~"'--.~ ~~ ~ft, ) 1 experience not too long ago in one such empo--
,..:11~~~

1 
/~ ~ Splitter Editor Dan Pearson had an unexpected 

/ /4 /4 I/I 1 . i/" _ rium in Portage, Wisconsin (we can divulge the 
location, as the chances of anything ever show-

7, 117.,1✓7 ✓..1 /1?111.1~1/ "< //4 , f .,1~,,,,,.,,-1/ ,/;N~,.7,/1;,.,,h, I/ • /JN/1. ing up again are nil to ''then-th degree'). In the 
---= ,1 1£· //4,h,,,y4.,,,. ,(,,,w,/,f . #,:-h., . .l,,L.,, , ~.,f farthest-most reaches of the mall, hanging on a 

~.~;-· '·:•\%""=-. _- ".ttti_llt_~l£r5) ·s,;::c.~ __ ---~:;_::::--~ wall in an old frame, was this Zachary Taylor 
~'§"" §':-~ - a!i'.;i::•• Inauguration Ball invitation! It literally "jumped 

~?, r.i~ - {§~~----~~ L_-_~¥i-.. :~;: ~~~~a;h~:~~s1!1~~=~ :i~:c:;::~~~~11,
0;;1; 

-·· ~----~. I!!_••- .. -.... .._........ - ~~ 
;:::~ ,;:;..:=:..:.,,. =~- :-;,-:h- ='=" :::~~ felt obliged to have the mall manager call the 
;:."!.;.:: ~'a ~;;=~ ~.E=-·-- ;;--~' f!i'_ booth's proprietor to get permission to examine 
§~:: la~~ ..... ,~ ~ .. ~ ~ :. ". e- the piece out of the frame. This accomplished, l: - ~---. f!:.t::-"~ '.:.!.~:..~ :..~~-== ~-.::.. 
~~ •• ~-= g.t< cl'"'.::.:::---==:-F.S=i::- tf~- and satisfied that the piece was indeed original, 
:~·::'S:"' i'.:':.:J-~ =~ :-T~- ~§ fi.~ the purchase was consummated. Price: $123. 
~;;.:~ ~~~ ~~ ~ ~- ~:§_ (The choice of this odd amount will forever 

l!,,,==~=-==!::===================~===!J remain a mystery~ What makes this invite par-
ticularly interesting are the names listed as Ball 

"Managers." These include: Daniel Webster, John C. Calhoun, Simon Cameron, Jefferson Davis, John Bell, Winfield Scott, Robert E. Lee, 
Stephen Douglass (sic), and ... A. Lincoln! It would seem that this soiree constituted Lincoln's farewell appearance in Washington -
prior to his return as President and his own inauguration ball twelve years later! The piece is on coated, white stock, is quite finely 
engraved, and measures 10" wide and 7.5" tall. Dan has since "flipped" this Item to finance the purchase of a "key'' campaign biogra
phy for his collection. So, just remember this story the next time you are walking past the piles of skillets and boxes of sheet music! 
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